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GENERAL INFORMATION 
The NanoSafety project deals with the governance of the potential environmental, health 
and safety (EHS) risks of manufactured nanoparticles. Because of the great uncertainties 
regarding their actual health and environmental effects and numerous methodological 
challenges to established risk assessment procedures (definitions, toxicology, exposure 
and hazard assessments, life cycle assessment, analytics, and others), risk appraisal and 
risk management of manufactured particulate nanomaterials (MPN) are confronted with 
serious challenges. At the same time, precautionary regulatory action with regard to MPN 
is demanded by a number of stakeholders and parts of the general public. 
 
Regulation under uncertainty raises fundamental political questions of how lawmakers 
should regulate risk in the face of such uncertainty. To explore this issue in greater 
detail, the project focuses on two important perspectives of regulation: Risk management 
strategies for MPN as discussed or proposed for the EU or its member states, and risk 
communication problems and needs for EHS risks of MPN.  
 
This working paper concludes phase three of the project. It is intended to provide an 
overview of the concerns expressed by various stakeholders as well as the general public 
with regard to potential environmental, health and safety risks of manufactured 
particulate nanomaterials. In addition, it discusses the role of risk communication within 
the risk governance of MPN. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Generally speaking, risk management has to react not only to new scientific results 
regarding a hazard or an exposure to it. It also reacts to changing societal or cultural 
factors like altering expectations on risk reduction procedures, new judgements about 
tolerability and acceptability of risks, developing value systems or shifting risk 
perceptions of different actors. One of these questions that have to be addressed within 
this framework is what the concerns of the general public and the stakeholders are when 
it comes to a widespread market introduction and usage of manufactured particulate 
nanomaterials. In short: Within a risk governance process that considers the political and 
institutional conditions in modern societies, risk assessment has to be complemented by 
a concern assessment. 
 
Concern assessment is aiming providing deeper and sound insights into - and a 
comprehensive diagnosis of - concerns, expectations and perceptions that individuals, 
groups or different cultures link to a certain hazard. It is basically a social sciences 
activity that intends to improve our understanding about how individuals and groups 
perceive and assess risks, what actions (or non-actions) are perceived as being risky for 
what reasons and how the different actors risk management and communication are 
expected to take action. Additional elements in advancing the societal knowledge about 
adequate risk management procedures are investigations of the evolving socio-cultural 
and political context in which research at the nanoscale is conducted, the societal needs 
that nanotechnology may satisfy, and the popular images that experts, politicians and 
representatives of the various publics associate with nanoscience and nanotechnology. 
 
Risk communication forms the connective network between the various elements of the 
entire risk governance process. It comprises different modes of interaction between the 
relevant actors. Basically, all those who are directly or indirectly affected by the 
consequences of the individual decision, i.e. whose interests or values are positively or 
negatively influenced, should be involved in the process. This process has to ensure that 
(a) those who are central to risk framing, risk and concern assessment or risk 
management understand what is happening, how they are to be involved and, where 
appropriate, what their responsibilities are; and (b) others outside the immediate risk 
appraisal or risk management process are informed and engaged. This report does not 
discuss appropriate risk communication procedures between the different actors within 
the European and national executive and regulatory systems. It focuses on stakeholders 
and the general public, where risk communication has the task to make people that are 
concerned about certain hazards and risks appropriate offers of information, dialogue and 
participation that put them in a position to redeem their claim to be “capable of informed 
risk appraisal”.  
 
Risk communication, at least in cases like in the process of anticipatory governance of 
potential EHS risks of MPN, is obviously closely linked with concern assessment. The 
involvement of concerned parties and representatives of organised societal groups (like 
industrial associations, trade unions, environmental organisations, consumer protection 
associations or other civil society organizations) – as part of the risk communication 
process - basically serves the purpose of mutual information about the available risk-
related data and the evaluation and interpretation of the risk under discussion. In 
addition, conflicts of objectives in the normative evaluation of a risk and in the process of 
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weighing up the advantages and disadvantages of different management options as well 
as the different interests and values of the individual interest groups can be explicated.  
 
Moreover, some parties advocate the early involvement of “the public” in risk governance 
processes for various reasons. Especially in cases where the risks themselves or the 
consequences of risk regulation could lead to considerable infringement of basic rights 
and/or could spark off a public controversy, a participation of the general public should 
be considered. Furthermore, incorporating everyday “lay” knowledge into risk 
governance could supplement expert knowledge, initiate additional justifications and 
broaden the range of concerns and objects of protection covered in the governance 
process. It is also argued that public involvement signalizes awareness for the 
importance of the concerns of affected citizens or that it increases the readiness of 
concerned parties to refrain from litigation if they have played a part in the decision and 
their interests have been included. Some even suggest that early involvement of the 
general public should be considered an entirely new way of policy making in modern 
societies. 
 
This report attempts to discuss concern assessment and risk communication with regard 
to potential environmental, health and safety risks of manufactured particulate 
nanomaterials in a two layer approach, presenting quantitative and qualitative data. In 
chapter 2.2 we provide a brief outline of the results of the recent Special Eurobarometer 
study since this is, at least to our knowledge, the only representative study about the 
knowledge about, attitudes towards and perceptions of nanotechnology among European 
citizens that covers all member states. At the same time, we feel it necessary to mention 
that these results are only of limited value for gaining deeper, more specific insights into 
perceptions of EHS risks of manufactured particulate nanomaterials since Eurobarometer 
solely asks about statements regarding nanotechnology in general. It remains unclear to 
which part of the multifaceted concept of nanotechnology the respondents refer and how 
these answers are related to the perception of MPN. On the other side, large surveys 
specifically dedicated to knowledge about and attitudes towards MPN have not been 
performed so far among EU member states. We therefore found the 2010 Eurobarometer 
data helpful background information to give the reader a general impression of the 
perception of nanotechnology in the general public. 
 
Chapters 2.3 and 2.4 present summaries of results from qualitative approaches to the 
risk perception of MNP among citizens which are much more suited to gain insights into 
individual arguments, ideas or values and to explore new aspects of an issue than large 
representative surveys. Chapter 2.3 briefly summarizes the results of the two focus 
groups performed within this project (extensively discussed in the previous report of this 
project) and complements it with outcomes from earlier focus group exercises. Chapter 
2.4 describes observations made in public engagement and public dialogue events with 
citizens in a number of member states. It lists the main benefits and risks linked to MPN 
that were identified in an analysis of some of the projects which were documented 
sufficiently well. 
 
The synthesis of the concerns expressed by various stakeholders is at the core of chapter 
3. It provides, on the basis of statements made at various stakeholder fora as well as 
documents published by the respective groups, synopses of positions of environmental 
civil society organisations (CSO), consumer CSO, trade unions, industry, and science.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. On the Risk Management Framework 
 
Risk appraisal, the focal subject of the NanoSafety project, is the second phase of the 
risk governance framework as introduced by the International Risk Governance Council 
(IRGC) in 2005 (IRGC 2005) and developed further into a new conceptual framework for 
the risk governance of nanotechnology in a white paper published in 2006 (IRGC 2006). 
 

 
Figure 1: Steps in IRGC Risk Assessment and Management Framework for 
Nanotechnology (NT); NS denotes Nanostructures (taken from IRGC 2006). 
 
 
According to this model, risk appraisal comprises two elements: risk assessment and 
concern assessment. For MPN risks, the classic risk assessment component - dealing with 
hazard, exposure and risk - is particularly important. Its challenges and problems which 
are exacerbated by the situation that the speed of product development and application 
exceeds the ability of risk assessors to appraise any new risk(s) have been extensively 
discussed in the Phase II-Report of this Project (Fleischer et al. 2010). 
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1.2. On Concern Assessment 
 
Risk management has to react not only to new scientific results regarding a hazard or an 
exposure to it. It also reacts to changing societal or cultural factors like altering 
expectations on risk reduction procedures, new judgements about tolerability and 
acceptability of risks, developing value systems or shifting risk perceptions of different 
actors. One of these questions that have to be addressed within this framework is what 
the concerns of the general public and the stakeholders are when it comes to a 
widespread market introduction and usage of manufactured particulate nanomaterials. In 
short: Within a risk governance process that considers the political and institutional 
conditions in modern societies, risk assessment has to be complemented by a concern 
assessment. 
 
In a book article that addresses conceptual issues of the IRGC framework raised by 
external experts in a round of formal comments, the lead authors define concern 
assessment as 
 

“a social science activity aimed at providing sound insights and a comprehensive 
diagnosis of concerns, expectations and perceptions that individuals, groups or 
different cultures may link to the hazard” (Renn and Walker 2008).  
 

Understanding these different concerns, expectations and perceptions is an important 
factor in getting to know better how individuals and groups perceive and assess risks, 
what actions (or non-actions) are perceived as being risky for what reasons and how the 
different actors risk management and communication are expected to take action. 
Investigations of the evolving socio-cultural and political context in which research at the 
nanoscale is conducted, the societal needs that nanotechnology may satisfy and the 
popular images that experts, politicians and representatives of the various publics 
associate with nanoscience and nanotechnology (IRGC 2006) are additional elements in 
improving the societal knowledge about adequate risk management procedures. 
 
Fundamental for the comprehensive diagnosis of concerns is the meaning of risk. 
According to IRGC (2005) and Renn and Walker (2008), risk is characterized in general 
as a “mental construction”, which means that risk is “not a real phenomena but 
originates in the human mind. Actors, however, creatively arrange and reassemble 
signals that they get from the ‘real world’ providing structure and guidance to an ongoing 
process of reality enactment. So risks represent what people observe in reality and what 
they experience.” 
 
Generally speaking, perception of technological risks depends on two sets of factors. 
The first consists of psychological factors such as perceived threat, familiarity, personal 
control options, and positive risk-benefit ratio. The second set includes political and 
cultural factors such as perceived equity and justice, visions about future developments, 
and effects on personal interests and values. While the first set of components can be 
predicted to some degree on the basis of the properties of the technology itself and the 
situation of its introduction, the second set is almost impossible to predict (IRGC 2006). 
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While risk assessment can build upon a long tradition of scientific discussion, 
methodological development and established organisational and institutional practices, 
concern assessment is still in early stages for a number of reasons: 
 

 The majority of risk management actors just recently became aware of the role 
that expectations and perceptions of actors, their social, cultural and psychological 
factors, play in risk appraisal. 

 A number of “wicked” research problems still have to be solved in order to better 
being able to investigate and understand the expectations and perceptions of 
individuals, groups and actors. This is being reinforced by the situation that 
sufficient resources and capabilities for conducting concern assessments along 
with risk assessments are usually not available.  

 More often than not, decision-makers and risk managers are expecting prognostic 
statements that easily can be translated into operative actions. But from a 
scientific perspective, questions about a social response to a (perceived) risk or 
the possibility of political mobilisation or potential conflict around a technology – 
and, at least implicitly, about adequate risk management strategies that avoid 
problematic situations – are much easier asked than answered. This might have 
led to a certain disappointment and a lack of support for concern assessment 
studies. 

 
On the other hand, a systematic assessment of the concerns and preferences of the 
various actor groups and the public at large, a systematic feedback of its results to the 
related regulatory and legislative processes are necessary prerequisites to improve our 
understanding of the likely societal responses to the developments in nanomaterials and 
nanotechnology and for the implementation of risk governance structures that are 
accepted as socially responsible and avoid public controversies and potential conflicts. 
 
 

1.3. Risk Communication 
 
Risk communication is a multifaceted term. At first sight, one can distinct between two 
understandings that can be described as instrumental or dialogical communication. 
 
In the instrumental perspective, risk communication is basically seen as a tool in the 
hands of risk managers, policy makers and public officials to prevent “ineffective, fear-
driven, and potentially damaging public responses to serious crises such as unusual 
disease outbreaks and bioterrorism. Moreover, appropriate risk communication 
procedures foster the trust and confidence that are vital in a crisis situation” (DoHHS 
2002). Covello and Sandman describe this instrumental role of risk communication more 
vividly: “Where data indicate that a hazard is not serious, yet the public is near panic, it 
can be used to calm people down; for this kind of situation, its goal is to provide 
reassurance. But it can also help generate a sense of urgency where data indicate that 
the hazard is serious, yet the public response is one of apathy. It has been effective, for 
example, in motivating people to buckle up their seat belts, to quit smoking, to test for 
radon in their houses, and to evacuate their homes during an emergency.” (Covello and 
Sandman 2001)  
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This approach might have its virtues in specific situations. In the process of anticipatory 
governance of potential EHS risks (like in the case of manufactured particulate 
nanomaterials that is discussed in this report), risk communication has another role. 
Here, risk communication should make people that are concerned about certain hazards 
and risks “appropriate offers of information, dialogue and participation that put them in 
a position to redeem their claim to be ‘capable of informed risk appraisal’. This 
concept of being in a position to make an informed risk appraisal denotes the ability to 
make, on the basis of knowledge of the objectively demonstrable consequences of risk-
generating events or activities, the residual uncertainties and other risk-relevant factors, 
a personal appraisal of the risks in question that corresponds to the individual’s own 
values for shaping his own life and to his personal criteria for assessing the acceptability 
of these risks for society as a whole” (Risk Commission 2003). 
 
In the context of risk communication, different modes of interaction between the relevant 
actors are needed throughout the whole risk governance process. Basically, all those who 
are directly or indirectly affected by the consequences of the individual decision, i.e. 
whose interests or values are positively or negatively influenced, should be involved in 
the process that has to ensure that1: 
 

 those who are central to risk framing, risk and concern assessment or risk 
management understand what is happening, how they are to be involved and, 
where appropriate, what their responsibilities are; and 

 others outside the immediate risk appraisal or risk management process are 
informed and engaged. 

 
In all, one can distinguish four basic modules within risk communication, which may be 
used successively or as alternatives, depending on the situation, the type of risk, and the 
phase in the regulation process:  
 

(1) Internal coordination procedures within authorities as well as consultation and 
coordination between different authorities and competent bodies, especially in 
cases where various administrative fields of competence are involved, are at the 
core of risk communication processes.  
 

(2) In cases where the initial situation or the data situation is complex and it is not 
possible to arrive at a clear assessment of the risks within the existing 
administrative structures and capabilities, discourse with proven experts who 
reflect the pluralistic spectrum of scientific opinion and, where appropriate, with 
directly concerned parties may help to achieve further clarification, particularly of 
the areas of uncertainty, and a well-balanced assessment. 
 

(3) The involvement of concerned parties and representatives of organised societal 
groups (like industrial associations, trade unions, environmental organisations, 
consumer protection associations or other civil society organizations) basically 
serves the purpose of mutual information about the available risk-related data 
and the evaluation and interpretation of the risk under discussion. In addition, one 
can draw on the specialist knowledge and experience of manufacturers, 

                                                 
1 The elaboration hereafter extensively follows the concepts and arguments of the German “Ad hoc Commission 
on Revision of Risk Analysis Procedures and Structures as well as of Standard Setting in the field of 
Environmental Health in the Federal Republic of Germany” (Risk Commission 2003) and the International Risk 
Governance Council (IRGC 2006) that were only slightly modified by the authors of this report. 
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distributors and concerned parties, explicate conflicts of objectives in the 
normative evaluation of a risk and in the process of weighing up the advantages 
and disadvantages of different management options, take accounts of the 
interests and values of the individual interest groups and develop trustful 
relationships by means of transparent arguments and mutual understanding. 
 

(4) Especially in cases where the risks themselves or the consequences of risk 
regulation could lead to considerable infringement of basic rights and/or could 
spark off a public controversy, a participation of the general public is to be 
considered. Furthermore, some parties advocate the early involvement of “the 
public” in risk governance for various other reasons. They state that incorporating 
everyday “lay” knowledge supplements expert knowledge or initiates additional 
justifications and broadens the range of concerns and objects of protection 
covered in the governance process. It is argued that public involvement signalizes 
awareness for the importance of the concerns of affected citizens or that it 
increases the readiness of concerned parties to refrain from litigation if they have 
played a part in the decision and their interests have been included. Some even 
suggest that early involvement of the general public should be considered an 
entirely new way of policy making in modern societies. 

 
 
With respect to the general public, the principal function of risk communication is to 
enable concerned citizens to make their own balanced risk-judgement; this 
means that any person or social group affected by risks should be sufficiently well 
informed to make a personal judgement of the risks, which meets their own criteria. 
 
The form of communication consists of four instruments: 
 

 Documentation: This serves transparency. A good and broadly accessible medium 
for this purpose would be the internet, documenting e.g. the process and results 
of scientific research on MNP EHS risks. 

 Information: This serves to share knowledge among the communication partners. 
Here it is important that the concerns of those informed are adequately taken up. 
With regard to MNP risk governance, public information should comprise the 
principles and procedures used to test nanotechnology products, to assess 
potential health or ecological impacts and to monitor the effects. Communication 
tools for information about the benefits and non-intended side effects of MPN 
include e.g. consumer hot lines and web platforms, a web-based product register 
or product labelling. 

 Two-way communication or dialogue: This serves to exchange arguments, 
experiences, impressions and judgments. There must be willingness on both sides 
to listen to and learn from each other. 

 Participation in risk analyses and management decisions: This serves to include 
people adequately in decisions which concern their lives. 

 
The aim of dialogue, engagement and participation, the latter two elements in this 
list, should be to address fundamental issues and characteristics of the risk problem like 
the degree of complexity, the nature of uncertainty and ambiguity. High ambiguities 
require the most inclusive strategy for participation since not only directly affected 
groups but also those indirectly affected have something to contribute to a debate. To 
translate these rather abstract requirements into actual political action remains a 
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demanding task. This is mainly due to the fact that “the public” is an abstract concept 
which is framed differently by different actors. One of the key problems in developing 
formats for public participation is that the general public – by definition – is neither 
organised, nor can it be represented adequately by self-appointed representatives. A 
number of innovative tools such as consensus conferences, citizens’ juries, focus groups, 
scenario workshops etc. which are more dialogue-oriented than the classic forms (like 
exhibiting documents for inspection and providing opportunities to submit comments) 
and make for more effective participation by non-organised citizens have been developed 
and tested (for examples with respect to MPN see Chapter 1.4). A number of experiences 
regarding the design of participatory procedures have been gained: At any phase they 
should display basic features like transparency, competence, fairness, efficiency, clear 
mandate, diversity and professionalism. But the basic question – how the results of 
participatory elements could be intertwined with the classic and legitimated procedures of 
political decision making – is still under discussion. 
 
The search for an answer to this question goes far beyond the practical aspects of how 
participatory methods are arranged and extends to the fundamental discussion of how 
individuals interact with one another, how people are organised in communities, 
institutions and societies, and what the value of participation is (EuropTA 2000). The 
democratic framework – direct or representative – within which participation is 
discussed; different values, assumptions, goals, interests and expectations of the 
organizers and participants in participative exercises; varying political cultures – all these 
and more factors influence the different meanings attached to participation by various 
social actor groups. 
 
 

1.4. Public understanding or public engagement? 
 
How to communicate best about issues of an emerging technology (here: new 
nanomaterials) to or with the general public? This question is consistently discussed 
among scientists, policymakers and others interested parties for more than fifty years 
(with a tradition that can be traced back to Alexander von Humboldt in the 19th century.) 
The scientific perspective on – and partly also the institutional practice of – 
communication between society and science have changed over this period. Their 
development can be described as a chronological series of “paradigms”, where each 
paradigm has its prime time, more or less clearly defined, and is characterized by a 
diagnosis of the problem that science faces in its relationship with the public. Currently, 
three different paradigms coexist with the third one dominating. They are briefly 
described in this paragraph, basically following a systematic developed by Martin Bauer, 
Nick Allum and Steve Miller (Bauer et al 2007). 
 
In the first phase (from 1960s to mid 1980s), the “scientific literacy” paradigm was 
dominating. It attributes a knowledge deficit to a public that is perceived to be 
insufficiently literate or ignorant regarding issues of science and technology and therefore 
is disqualified from participating in science policy decisions. This so-called “deficit model” 
does two things: It serves the education agenda by demanding increased efforts in 
science education at all stages of the life cycle in order to “enable” the public to voice 
“rational” positions in science and technology controversies. At the same time, it also 
plays into the hands of technocratic attitudes among decision makers by allowing them to 
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denounce positions as “uninformed”, “naïve” or “irrational” and to exclude them from the 
political discourse.  
 
In the second half of the 1980s, a new – second – paradigm emerges under the title 
“public understanding of science (PUS)” that remained dominant until the mid 
1990s. PUS shares the diagnosis of a public deficit, however, it is public attitudes that are 
highlighted in that concept: The public is not positive enough about science and 
technology; there are dangers citizens will become negative or outright anti-science, and 
this is of natural concern to institutions of science. 
 
The scientific critique of the “scientific literacy” and “PUS” paradigms as “deficit models” 
ushered in a reversal of attribution: The deficit is not with the public, but with the 
scientific institutions and expert actors who harbour prejudices about an ignorant public. 
Henceforth, there can be several deficits: public deficits of knowledge, attitude or trust, 
but also deficits on the part of scientific and technological institutions and their expert 
representatives. In the third paradigm “Science and Society”, that dominates from mid 
1990s onwards, the focus of attention shifted to the deficit of the technical experts. To 
overcome this deficit and to rebuild public trust, public deliberation and participation are 
proposed and implemented as new forms of interaction between science and the public. 
Many forms of deliberative activities such as citizen juries, consensus conferences, 
hearings, stakeholder consultations, deliberative opinion polling, or national debates have 
been developed and tested. Public consultation and public engagement have become 
official part of the S&T policy of a number of European countries and also of the 
European Union.  
 
This is especially true with regard to nanotechnology which appears to have become 
something like a prototype technology to test the feasibility and capacity of public 
engagement and participation in science policy making. Since around 2000 various 
exercises in public outreach, engagement and participation have been conducted on both 
EU2 and member states levels. They have been organised or funded by governmental 
authorities or industry associations and were in the forms of one-off events, as part of 
research projects or as a formal body. They have used different paths of communication 
and various methods of deliberation and participation (see Chapter 1.5). Transparency of 
their procedures and access to their outcomes, especially for researchers not involved in 
the actual exercises, differ considerably. Only few of them were explicitly focussed on 
MNP EHS risks, most – especially the early ones - dealt with nanotechnology in general. 
But the published results of almost all of them also comprise recommendations or 
expectations regarding MNP. Table 1 attempts to give an – incomplete – overview of 
engagement activities in the European Union. 
 

                                                 
2 The European Commission has funded a number of related projects and actions. The first ones were 
NANODIALOGUE (about raising curiosity and stimulating the debate on nanotechnologies and nanosciences) 
and NANOLOGUE (to provide a common ground for public discussion on the potential benefits and risks by 
assessing the ethical, legal and social aspects of nanotechnology with the help of studies, stakeholder 
interviews and workshops), followed by NANOTV, NANOYOU, NANOTOTOUCH, TIMEFORNANO and 
EURONANOFORUM (Bonazzi 2010). Further projects were FRAMINGNANO that involved the development of a 
governance plan for nanotechnologies. NANOCAP was a capacity building exercise, through which European 
Trade Unions and Environmental NGOs adopted resolutions and positions on the governance of 
nanotechnologies. The DEEPEN project elaborated the ethics of nanotechnologies and investigated the 
narratives which underlie public discourse, while NANOPLAT proposed a new deliberative platform for 
consumers of nanotechnologically-enabled products and, in the course of doing this, evaluated a number of 
different approaches to deliberation (von Schomberg 2010). One could argue that the projects mentioned first 
can be prima facie related to the PUS paradigm while the latter projects can be assigned to the SiS paradigm. 
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Table 1: A selection of public engagement and participation events in the EU and some 
of its Member States (for a more comprehensive overview see Annex 2). 
 

Title Year Actors 
Pol Ind Sci NGO GP 

EU       
NanoLogue 2005-2006 P P K P P 
Nanodialogue 2005-2007  P K P  
Nanotechnology Safety for Success 
Dialogue 

2007 ff. K P P P  

DEEPEN 2006-2009 P P K P P 
FramingNano 2009-2010 P P K P P 
TIME for Nano 2009-2011   K  P 

AT 
      

Risiko:dialog Nanotechnologie 2007-2008 K  P  P 
Themenplattform Nanotechnologie 2008 ff. K P P P  

BE 
      

Nanotechnology Festival Flanders 2006-2007   K  P 

DE 
      

VCI Stakeholder Dialog 2005-2008 P K P P  
BMU Nanodialog 2006 K P P P  
Verbraucherkonferenz Nanotechnologie 2006 K P P P P 
NanoKommission 2006-2011 K P P P  
NanoCare Bürgerdialoge 2006-2008 P P K P P 

DK 
      

Borgeres holdninger til nanoteknologi 2004 K    P 

FR 
      

Nanoforum permanent 2007 ff. P P P K P 
Commission particulière du débat public 
Nanotechnologies 

2009-2010 K    P 

NL 
      

Kleine Technologie - Grote Gevolgen 2004   K  P 
Nano in Focus 2005-2006   K  P 
Nanopodium 2009-2011 P P P K P 

UK 
      

SmallTalk 2004-2006   K  P 
NanoJury UK 2005  P K K P 
The Nano Dialogues 2005-2006   K   
NSF Nano Stakeholder Forum 2005 ff. K P P P  
 
Legend and Explanation of chart symbols: Pol = Politics, Ind = Industry, Sci = Science, 
NGO = nongovernmental organisations, GP = general public; K = key actor (organiser), 
P = participating actor. 
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1.5. On participatory methods 
 
In the course of the shift towards the “Science and Society” paradigm, various 
participatory methods have been developed and used in various occasions and on various 
topics. Thereby, the idea of the participatory approach in policy-making is to build social 
cohesion. In theory, this approach can achieve consensus when differences in opinion 
and even conflicts need to be resolved. Some of these methods are useful to be taken up 
early in the process, when participants can share their perspectives, values and 
reasoning on an emerging issue as these develop and mature. When opinions have 
already been polarised, other methods are particularly useful, for instance for mediating 
between interest groups to achieve consensus or at least to arrive at a common decision 
after all perspectives have been expressed. At a minimum, these methods help all voices 
to be heard and thereby to give life to democracy.3 Table 2 attempts to give an overview 
of the most common participatory methods available. However, one should note that 
some of these methods are adapted to the special interests of the research team when 
applied in specific project contexts (as mentioned in the previous chapter). Therefore, a 
number of variants of these methods evolved that occasionally got different “labels”. 
 
The International Risk Governance Council notes in its white paper on risk governance of 
nanotechnology (IRGC 2006) as well as Slocum et al. (2005) in its book on participatory 
methods, that public engagement cannot “produce trust”; it does, however: 

 enable high quality and democratic governance;  
 strengthen civil capacity by inform the public debate;  
 helps individuals to be more attentive to both benefits and risks; 
 develop and deliver programs effectively, efficiently build public confidence and 

trust in decisions, and thus build broader support for programs and initiatives; 
 generate a greater understanding of public issues, concerns, priorities and 

solutions;  
 provide incentives for and increase mutual learning through the sharing of 

information, data and experiences;  
 ensure that decisions and policies incorporate knowledge and expertise that 

otherwise might be overlooked;  
 reflect a wider range of public concerns and values in decision-making;  
 rapidly identify possible controversial aspects of an issue and help bring together 

different points of view to achieve consensus in a collaborative manner. 
 

                                                 
3 The European Urban Knowledge Network on Slocum et al. (2005); available at: 
http://www.eukn.org/E_library/Social_Inclusion_Integration/Community_Development/Capacity_Building/Partic
ipatory_Methods_Toolkit_A_practitioner%E2%80%99s_manual 
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Table 2: A comparative chart for participatory methods (Slocum et al. 2005, modified). 
 

Method Objectives 

K
n

ow
le

d
g

e 

M
at

u
ri

ty
 

C
om

p
le

xi
ty

 

C
on

tr
ov

er
si

al
 

Participants 

21st Century Town 
Meeting® 

To engage thousands of 
people at a time (up to 
5,000 per meeting) in 
deliberation about complex 
public policy issues 

+ +/- + +/- Anyone 

Charrette Generate consensus among 
diverse groups of people 
and form an action plan. 

+/- +/- - +/- Average citizens or 
stakeholders. Others 
give input. 

Citizens Jury A decision that is 
representative of average 
citizens who have been well 
informed on the issue. Aims 

+/- +/- +/- + 12-24 randomly 
selected citizens. 
Experts, stake-holders 
& politicians give 
input. 

Consensus 
Conference 

Consensus and a decision 
on a controversial topic. 

+ +/- + + 10-30 randomly 
selected citizens. 
Others give input. 

Deliberative 
polling® 

to get both a representative 
and an informed 
(deliberative) view of what 
the public thinks and feels 
about an important public 
issue 

- +/- - +/- A random and 
representative sample 
of the population 

Delphi Expose all opinions & 
options regarding a complex 
issue. 

- - + +/- Experts 

Expert Panel Synthesise a variety of 
inputs on a specialised topic 
and produce 
recommendations. 

- - + +/- Experts 

Focus Group Expose different groups’ 
opinions on an issue and 
why these are held 
(reasoning). 

+/- - m +/- Stakeholders and/or 
citizens 

PAME Evaluating and learning +/- +/- +/- +/- All stakeholders 
Planning Cells Citizens learn about and 

choose between multiple 
options regarding an urgent 
& important issue. Develop 
action plan. 

+/- - m - 25 average citizens. 
Experts & 
stakeholders present 
positions. 

Scenario building 
exercise 

Planning and preparedness 
for uncertain future. Vision-
building. 

- - + +/- Anyone 

Technology 
Festival 

Provide a means for public 
debates about societal 
issues of science and 
technology 

- - +/- +/- Anyone 

The World Café Generating and sharing 
ideas 

+/- - - +/- Anyone 

 
Legend and Explanation of chart symbols: Knowledge: (+) A lot of common knowledge 
exists. (-) There is little common knowledge. Maturity: (+) Most people have already 
formed opinions on the subject. (-) The subject is new; people are still forming their 
opinions. Complexity: (+) Highly complex or technical. (-) Not very complex or technical. 
Controversial: (+) Highly controversial. (-) Not very controversial. Note: (+/-) = that the 
method can address subjects with either + or –. (m) = medium between + and -. (PAME) 
= participatory assessment, monitoring and evaluation. 
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Beside its function in deliberative processes within the society, these methods and their 
results are also a highly interesting research object for science. The social science 
community currently discusses these participatory methods, especially with respect to 
the methodical and practical experiences with the different formats within various project 
contexts and the character, validity and relevance of its outcomes. It seems to be a 
broad consensus among researchers and practitioners that each method supports 
different approaches to the views of the general public that are specific for the method – 
but, however, never show the whole picture. Thus, every method has its advantages and 
pitfalls, and one has to weight these against each other and among the different methods 
in to find the most suitable approach for each application/context. 
 
We have also attempted to provide a systematic analysis of the results of these events. 
This was somewhat hindered by some methodical difficulties like a varying quality of 
documentation of the deliberative events and the related projects, occasionally 
insufficient information about the actual process and practical procedures (like selection 
and composition of participants), and language problems (some project reports are only 
available in the respective national languages). However, some similarities in the 
outcomes can be found that allow for drafting a number of “stylized” statements which 
will be presented in Chapter 2for citizens and in Chapter 3 for the different stakeholders. 
However, due to the aim of this report, the focus was put on the concerns stated. 
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2. PERCEPTIONS OF THE CITIZENS 

2.1. On Sociological Research into Perception of Nanotechnology 
 
Social science uses different sets of well established methods to study perceptions of 
nanotechnology’s benefits and risks within individuals, groups or the society as a whole. 
These methods fall into two distinct categories. The first category covers quantitative 
methods, including surveys which are designed to ascertain large and therefore 
representative datasets as well as experimental studies using non-probability samples. 
These methods allow for testing and revising existing hypothesis and making statements 
about defined groups of people. Typical examples are large, standardized polls within a 
representative sample of a population. The second category covers rather qualitative 
methods designed to gain insights into individual arguments, ideas or values and to 
explore new aspects of an issue. Thus, they are designed rather open (not standardized) 
to capture even unexpected facts. Beside in-depth interviews, focus groups are typical 
examples of qualitative methods (Fleischer and Quendt 2007). 
 
Generally speaking, the landscape of research into perceptions of nanotechnology and 
nanomaterials among European citizens is somewhat patchy. To our knowledge, 
representative studies about the knowledge about, attitudes towards and perceptions of 
nanotechnology covering all member states have only been performed within three 
Special Eurobarometer surveys in 2002, 2005 and 2010. The results of the 2010 study 
will be presented in the following chapter. This research has been complemented with a 
number of country studies over the last few years (e.g. BMRB 2004, BfR 2008). Since 
these surveys have used various methodologies and mostly different questions or 
different question wordings, their results are hard to compare with each other and with 
the Eurobarometer findings. Notwithstanding these limitations, some general trends have 
been identified: 
 

 A significant part of the general public (roughly between one quarter and three 
quarters, depending on country, year and question wording) has never heard 
about nanotechnology. The temporal change of this situation is still under 
discussion among scientists. While some researchers claim that the knowledge 
about nanotechnology is slowly improving over the last few years, others see no 
change and consider the quantitative results as rather stable. 

 Some studies found that the majority of the respondents (numbers range from 60 
to 90 percent) have no clear understanding of the terms nanotechnology or 
nanoparticles. 

 Asked about their expectations about the impacts of nanotechnology in general in 
the future, only a minority (about 10 percent) expect negative effects. However, 
asked for on a more personal perspective like “effects on you and your family”, 
people tend to be much more worried. 

 One reason for this might be the lack of information about risks and benefits of 
nanotechnology and its applications, as the findings of the qualitative studies 
suggests. Participants repeatedly asked for more information. 
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2.2. Eurobarometer Survey 2010 
 
The most recent – and most reliable data - on the opinions and attitudes of the general 
public towards nanotechnology in Europe can be taken from a 2010 Special 
Eurobarometer survey on biotechnology (Eurobarometer 2010). This survey covers a 
representative sample of the population of the respective nationalities of the European 
Union Member States (plus Iceland, Norway, Switzerland, Croatia and Turkey), resident 
in each of the Member States and aged 15 years and over. It was carried out between 
the 29thof January and the 17thof February 2010. All respondents were interviewed face-
to-face in people's homes and in the appropriate national language. The sample size 
(usually around 1000 respondents per country) permits accuracy (confidence interval) of 
ca. ± 3 percent points. 
 
We feel it necessary to mention that the results of most large representative opinion 
surveys are only of limited value for gaining deeper insights into perceptions of EHS risks 
of manufactured particulate nanomaterials. This is also true for the Eurobarometer study 
discussed in this chapter. The main reason for this is the fact that large surveys usually 
ask about statements regarding nanotechnology in general. It remains unclear to which 
part of the multifaceted concept of nanotechnology the respondents in these surveys 
refer and how these answers are (or, from a scientist’s perspective, can be) related to 
the perception of nanoparticles. On the other side, to our knowledge, large surveys 
specifically dedicated to knowledge about and attitudes towards manufactured particulate 
nanomaterials have not been performed so far among EU member states. We therefore 
found it allowable to provide a brief insight into the data of the 2010 Eurobarometer 
survey to give the reader a general impression of the perception of nanotechnology in 
the general public. 
 
 
2.2.1. Awareness of nanotechnology 
 
Regarding nanotechnology, respondents had been first asked if they have ever heard of 
nanotechnology before. 46 % of Europeans have ever heard of nanotechnology, while 
54 % have never heard of it. Looking at the socio-demographic data, they show that 
gender, education and age are factors. 54 % of men (compared to 39 % of women) have 
heard of nanotechnology. Most likely to have heard of nanotechnology are managers 
(76 %), students (60 %) or self-employed people (57 %) as well as persons who left full-
time education age 20+ (68 %) and everyday users of the internet (62 %). Least familiar 
with nanotechnology are house persons (30 %), retired (35 %) or unemployed (38 %) 
people as well as those who left school at age 15 or below (22 %) and non-users of the 
internet (25 %). 
 
A more detailed analysis of the data shows that there are surprising differences between 
countries. While in some Member States (e.g. Norway, Denmark or Sweden) at least 
three quarter of respondents have heard about nanotechnology, in other Member States 
(e.g. Bulgaria, Malta or Portugal) only about one quarter or even fewer did so. A detailed 
presentation by country can be found in the original report. For the purpose of this 
report, we clustered some of the country data into regional data, attempting to present 
ten regions of roughly comparable population size and similar economic structure and 
culture in a more accessible graphic. The ten regional clusters were formed as follows: 
Northern Europe (Iceland, Norway, Denmark, Finland and Sweden), Benelux, UK 
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&Ireland, France, Iberian Peninsula (Spain & Portugal), Central Europe (Germany, 
Switzerland and Austria), Southern Europe (Italy & Malta), Eastern Europe (Poland, 
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania), South-Eastern Europe 
(Slovenia, Croatia, Romania, Bulgaria, Greece and Cyprus) and Turkey.  
 

 
 
Figure 2: Have you ever heard about nanotechnology? 
 
 
A second question of the Eurobarometer attempted to dig deeper and asked whether 
citizens had actively searched for information about nanotechnology. For the data given 
in the next figure, we have modified the original Eurobarometer approach. Within that 
survey, only those who already had heard of nanotechnology were further questioned 
and asked if they had actively searched for nanotechnology. We found the data 
presented in Eurobarometer to give a somewhat distorted impression because of the 
different reference values – as the previous figure shows, the percentage of people who 
had already heard varies substantially between countries and regions. We therefore 
made the – plausible, at least to us – assumption that those who had never heard about 
nanotechnology also never could have searched for information about it and included 
these data in our analysis in order to provide an comparable baseline. 
 
About 9 % of the Europeans have searched several times for information about 
nanotechnology, 7 % did so once and 84 % have never searched for information about 
nanotechnology. Not surprisingly, the differences between countries largely follow the 
pattern identified for the previous question about having heard or not heard about 
nanotechnology. The number of respondents who have searched for information several 
times was especially high in some Scandinavian counties (Denmark (18 %), Finland and 
Norway (16 %) as well as in Switzerland (17 %)). The percentage of respondents who 
never have searched for information varied between ca 70 and 95 % with Malta (93 %), 
Spain (92 %), Romania (91 %) and Poland (90 %) at the lower end. 
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Figure 3: Have you ever searched for information about nanotechnology? 
 
 
2.2.2. Expectations on nanotechnology’s effect in the future  
 
In a third question, people were asked about the expected impact of nanotechnology on 
their way of life in the next 20 years. 41 % of Europeans expected a positive effect, 
40 % did not know, 10 % expected a negative effect and 9 % thought that 
nanotechnology will have no effect. 
 
Countries with the highest percentage of positive expectations can be found in 
Scandinavia (Sweden (63 %), Denmark (62 %) and Norway (59 %)). Negative 
expectations were especially high in Austria (25 %), Greece (21 %), Croatia (19 %) and 
Luxemburg (17 %).  
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Figure 4: Will nanotechnology have a positive, a negative or no effect on our way of life 
in the next 20 years? 
 
 
2.2.3. Attitude towards nanotechnology  
 
In order to tap into four clusters of perceptions of nanotechnology, respondents were 
presented ten statements about nanotechnology and asked whether they totally agree, 
tend to agree, tend to disagree or totally disagree. The statements covered various 
aspects of perception: perceived benefit, perceived safety/risk, perceived fairness/ 
unfairness with regard to distributional equity and worries related to unnaturalness. 
Figure 4 presents the results for EU-27.  
 
A more detailed analysis was provided by Gaskell et al. in an accompanying report to the 
Eurobarometer survey, presenting research from the FP7 project “Sensitive Technologies 
and European Public Ethics” (STEPE). They found that, across the European public, “the 
balance of opinion is that nanotechnology is somewhat more likely to be beneficial than 
not, to be unsafe rather than safe, to be inequitable rather than equitable, and not 
particularly worrying (though, equally, not particularly unworrying)” (Gaskell et al 2010). 
They also showed that perceived safety is by far the most influential variable on overall 
support of or opposition to nanotechnology, followed by benefit, worries related to 
unnaturalness and lastly inequity. 
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Figure 5: Perceptions of nanotechnology, EU-27, Fieldwork Jan/Feb 2010. Data were 
taken from Gaskell et al. 2010. For the sake of clarity, we have summarized the answers 
in two groups (agreement and disagreement). Please also note that – on average – one 
third of the respondents the numbers answered “don’t know”, therefore the numbers 
don’t add up to 100 percent.  
 
 
For this reason, and because the questions about perceived safety/risk are closest to the 
subject of the NanoSafety Project (the environmental, health and safety risks of 
manufactured particulate nanomaterials), we limit the remaining discussion within this 
chapter to these three statements: 
 

 Nanotechnology does no harm to the environment. 
 Nanotechnology is safe for your and your family’s health. 
 Nanotechnology is safe for future generations. 

 
As a general impression, one third of the respondents believed that nanotechnology may 
do harm to the environment, is not safe to human health and is not safe to future 
generations, respectively. One third expressed an opposite view and one third didn’t 
know. 
 
Surprisingly, in a number of countries, the percentage of respondents who express an 
opinion about perceived safety/risk of nanotechnology is higher (statistically significant) 
than the percentage of respondents that have already heard about nanotechnology. In 
other words, the perceptions of some respondents appears be based on factors other 
than factual knowledge about nanotechnology.  
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Figure 6: Nanotechnology does no harm to the environment 
 

 
 
Figure 7: Nanotechnology is safe for your and your family’s health 
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Figure 8: Nanotechnology is safe for future generations 
 
 

2.3. Focus Groups of the NanoCare and NanoSafety Projects 
 
Additional insights for studying perceptions and concerns related to nanoparticles can be 
gained from the results of qualitative methods. Various participatory projects (e.g. 
NANOBIO-RAISE, DEEPEN, TIME for Nano, German NanoCare, Austrian Risiko:dialog, 
Danish Survey of 2004, UK “Nanotechnology, Risk and Sustainability”, Dutch 
Nanopodium, or Swiss Publifocus – see Annex 2) included qualitative methods such as 
interviews or focus groups. However, the available material is very heterogeneous with 
regard to methodological approach as well as quality of documentation – as discussed in 
Chapter 1.5. Moreover, only one of the projects that were using qualitative methods – 
beside our own focus group exercises (STOA Phase 3 report, Deliverable 3+4) – was 
focused explicitly on conceptions and concerns regarding MPNs: the focus groups that 
were conducted within the German “NanoCare” project (Fleischer and Quendt 2007). 
Thus, we will take recourse specifically to this material. In Table 3, information with 
respect to organisation and special topics of these events are listed. 
 
As mentioned above, both projects used focus group methodology. Focus groups are 
planned discussions among a small group - facilitated by a moderator - to obtain 
information about people’s preferences and values to a defined topic. The method is 
useful to gauge the nature and intensity of the concerns of the participants (Slocum 
2003). From the contributions of the participants, different concerns and expectations 
could be linked to concrete needs and intentions induced by special individual contexts. 
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The concerns could be assigned to the following main aspects which predominantly 
present a consumer perspective of the participants: 
 

 Ignorance of the high extent of ‘nanoproducts’ already on the market: 
The participants of the focus group discussions were asked about the awareness 
of products containing nanoparticles. In the course of the session a considerable 
amount of products and applications which seemed to be already in use and on 
the market was listed up. As a result, the participants were astonished about the 
broad scope, spectrum and extent of ‘nanoproducts’ already available. They 
appeared unsettled and expressed their uncertainty by asking whether 
nanoparticles are also in other everyday life products which are not nano-labelled. 
They were confused about the sense and relations of the different applications 
reaching from car finish to ketchup, some even felt blindsided or steamrollered. 

 
 Missing consensus on definitions and terms leads to a hindered communication: 

During the course of the discussions, questions occurred about what nanoparticles 
actually are and how ‘nanoproducts’ could be distinguished from ‘non-
nanoproducts’. For a number of discussants of the focus group in Karlsruhe 
(Fleischer et al. 2011), the starting point for describing the term nanoparticle was 
the size. While the participants from Karlsruhe tried to find a kind of definition for 
nanoparticles, the Vienna discussion on the conceptualisation initially started and 
mainly evolved around the subjects natural versus artificial and biology versus 
physics etc. Many discussants in all groups arbitrarily mixed their terminology 
using nanoparticles, nanotechnology and sometimes also ‘nanoproducts’ quasi 
synonymously. Other participants used the term (nano) technology in a broader 
sense, mainly for technical processes to manufacture nanoparticles. 
 
It was evident that the citizens conceptualize unknown effects with analogies, 
pictures and metaphors. With jointly self-derived solutions and explanations, the 
participants developed their own heuristic to relate the different ‘nanoproducts’ 
with their benefits and reasons for application.  

 
 The lack of an instrument for the sensory perception of nanoparticles: 

This aspect was mentioned in the focus group discussions in Karlsruhe (Fleischer 
and Quendt 2007). Nanoparticles cannot be seen, tasted or felt and thus caused 
unease and concerns. 

 
 Perceived health risks: 

Rather early in the course of the conversation of all focus groups, general and 
concrete health risks were mentioned. A dominant argumentation was the 
potential inhalation of nanoparticles and the related adverse health effects. 
Another important point was the fact that nanoparticles can enter the human body 
due to their very small size. The statements of the Karlsruhe group were mostly 
combining the perceived risks with proposals for regulatory measures in order to 
improve the responsible handling and application of ‘nanoproducts’ from a 
viewpoint of consumers, while the Viennese group predominantly expressed their 
concerns without combining them to a concrete call for measures.  

 
 Perceived environmental risks: 

Several citizens are worried about the possible occurrence of nanoparticles in 
ground water and in the air. Some participants expressed concerns about the 
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application of nanoproducts with respect to the whole life cycle. They especially 
worried about the fate of nanoparticles after their intended usage, especially 
considering disposal and behaviour in wastewater treatment. Concerns about 
possible enrichment in the food chain were also expressed. 

 
 Uncertainties in the scientific risk assessment of nanoparticles: 

The fact that there exist uncertainties in the risk assessment of nanoparticles and 
different opinions among scientists regarding possible risks of caused irritation 
and concerns among the participants, some even expressed a kind of 
helplessness. Proper, transparent and neutral information about risks was rated 
very high by most of the participants. 

 
 Impossibility of a reasonable balancing of chances versus risks: 

The citizens were quite aware that both chances and risks have to be taken into 
account in order to make a choice for or against the application of a new 
technology. They appreciated consumer products and household products 
becoming better due to new technologies. Also the possible substitution of 
chemicals of concern was stated as an advantage. But some of them were also 
sceptical about whether the promised benefits were always really necessary and a 
benefit for the consumer - and not only for the producer. 
 
Interestingly, in Karlsruhe several participants rather weighted the benefits 
against the lack of knowledge than against concrete perceived risks. The lack of 
knowledge about concrete risks might be one reason why the participants often 
gave conditional answers. A number of participants even stated clearly that due to 
the lack of knowledge, a reasonable balancing of chances versus risks is not 
possible. In general, the rationality of their action could be considered as being 
based on precaution. In case of doubt they would prefer the conventional product.  

 
 Concerns about the possibility of an informed purchase decision: 

It was agreed that labelling is expected if any risks are connected with the use of 
nanoparticles similar to hazardous substances. Labelling was the most important 
measure suggested by the participants of both groups and came up already in an 
early stage of the discussion. Labelling was seen as a pre-condition to become 
more sensitive to particulate nanomaterials and to obtain additional information 
on their use, risk and appropriate disposal. Several participants argued that they 
wish to decide by themselves whether they want to come into contact with 
nanoparticles or not and to make their own decision based on information and 
labelling. Thus, labelling serves as a basis for deliberation and choice. 

 
But they also agreed that the consumer needs information ahead of a purchase 
decision. Information about the (potentially) hazardous nature of a nano-
ingredient needs to be communicated, enabling the consumer to interpret the 
label, to allow for a risk-benefit consideration by the consumer and thus for an 
informed purchase decision. 

 
 Poor consumer acceptance for the application of nanoparticles in food and for 

future applications without a perceived benefit (commercialisation without 
reflection, marketing concern): 
Almost all participants in Vienna as well as in Karlsruhe refused the application of 
nanoparticles in the food sector. Concerning food, every manipulation and 
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deviation from natural growth was considered with care and even suspicion. The 
citizens were less reluctant to the use of ‘nanoproducts’ in cosmetics and other 
sectors.  

 
 Lack of understandable and clear basic information ‘for citizens’ and concerns 

about the trustworthiness of this kind of information: 
One aim of the focus group events was to elicit the expectations of the citizens 
regarding political action. Different measures were suggested by the participants, 
most of them were not conceived separately but rather a combination of different 
measures that could complement one another. All groups showed a strong, almost 
unanimous request for more and better information. While the Karlsruhe 
participants wanted to be informed about the things they consume, their benefits 
and risks, in local newspapers, reports in other media or the public discourse, the 
Viennese were calling for more information about the general definition and the 
nature of nanoparticles – especially since they realized that they already could 
have been confronted with ‘nano’ without their knowledge. The Viennese 
participants pointed out two main aspects of information: information for citizens 
on the one hand and information status quo in research on the other hand.  

 
The relation of information and trust was discussed within the earlier NanoCare 
focus group events. Two levels have to be kept in mind: the trustworthiness of the 
information itself and on the other hand the quality of information as a tool to 
build trust. The first level could be realised by a kind of quality control of 
information by experts and the second level depends on the transparency of 
communication. 

 
 Transparency of communication, credibility and trust: 

Some Karlsruhe attendees were concerned about the adequate kind of risk 
communication. Several participants of both groups requested the government to 
work out regulations in order to initiate a well balanced information flow. The 
Viennese attendees urged either for a neutral institution or a governmental body 
to provide understandable, clear information as soon as research discovers new 
findings. It was obvious from both focus groups that a balanced risk 
communication including both benefits and risks is a prerequisite for trust in new 
developments. 

 
Some citizens were afraid of confusing, misleading – or even none existing - 
labels, especially in the food sector, where ‘nano’ is seen as most critical. One 
important part of the discussion was concerning voluntariness or obligation – in 
other words: the credibility of a possible ‘nanolabel’. A superior authority which 
would assure a mandatory and monitored label would increase the trustworthiness 
of such a label. The Karlsruhe attendees assumed that a reliable ‘nanolabel’ 
should be assigned by an independent regulatory body, a state or federal agency. 
Voluntary labelling by the manufacturers was perceived as insufficient by both the 
citizens in Karlsruhe and Vienna. Therefore they demanded a mandatory labelling 
for ‘nanoproducts’.  

 
Many of the focus group participants doubted that there is one existing party that 
is at the same time sufficiently competent as well as incorruptible with regard to 
the responsible handling of nanoparticles. It was interesting to see that the 
participants in Vienna had very little trust in the producers. Instead, most of them 
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expected that possible risks of a product would be concealed as long as possible 
by the producers. 

 
 Safety of consumer products, lack of concrete regulations: 

Throughout the whole discussion in both focus groups in Vienna and Karlsruhe, 
the safety of consumer products was one of the issues most important to the 
participants. In the face of uncertainty concerning the effects of nanoparticles on 
human health and the environment, the participants reacted in very different 
ways. Several participants, especially in Karlsruhe, demand a general preventive 
ban of ‘nano’ in consumer products because the uncertainty made them feel that 
uneasy that they reject everything associated with ‘nano’. The dilemma of 
uncertainty and lack of knowledge on the one hand and the great number of 
‘nanoproducts’ already on the market on the other hand was discussed with 
particular emphasis. 

 
Few citizens in Karlsruhe explicitly demanded a definitive ban (a moratorium) of 
all ‘nanoproducts’. Other participants of this group weren’t that strict. They 
thought of the possibility to subject ‘nanoproducts’ to a (governmental) 
permission after they were proven to be harmless. This proof of safety should be 
carried out by the manufacturers before the products enter the market. 
Subsequently, those tests should be the basis for a governmental approval of the 
product, an authorization process like it is compulsory for drugs, including long 
term studies. They concluded that an authorisation process and the obligation of 
long term studies would make a moratorium unnecessary. 

 
The Viennese participants discussed in a similar way. They were dealing with a 
seal of quality - similar to the “Fair Trade” seal - that represents a risk assessment 
procedure which guarantees the safety of the product.  

 
 Insufficient independent, international research 

The participants called for research by independent authorities, by universities, or 
state-run institutions. There was almost no trust in research results by industry. 
Notably, the attendees of both groups realized the international dimension of the 
problem to regulate, e.g. information responsibilities and thus even thought about 
the EU as a responsible actor.  

 
Both in Vienna and Karlsruhe an increase of funding for safety research was 
proposed. The aim of increased research should not only be the improvement of 
the science base but also detailed consumer information. Research funding was 
considered a generally agreed action against uncertainties, improving knowledge 
and gaining evidence. Most of the participants in Karlsruhe called for an increase 
of research funding in the area of toxicology, ecotoxicology or food research. 

 
 
The various aspects of concerns and perception are prima facie quite similar to those 
observed in the Eurobarometer survey, especially with regard to the possible harm to 
health and environment, safety aspects as well as more general feelings like 
“uneasiness” and “unnaturalness”. Further concerns are dealing with the trustworthiness 
and credibility of information and measures and desired communication requests. The 
focus group results support, deepen, and refine the findings of the quantitative survey. 
Although one has to keep in mind that focus groups include only non-representative 
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samples of the general public, in connection with quantitative results they allow for 
reliable assessment of the concerns – and their basis – within the general public. 
 
 
Table 3: Basic information on the focus groups discussed in this chapter 
 
Organisation: Moderated discussions  

Recruiting:  
Karlsruhe 2011, 2007: a random sample of 1,000 contact information 
of inhabitants (equal distribution in sex, age 18-82) 
Vienna 2011: performed by a commercial opinion research institute: 
3000 volunteers, age 18-75 
Group setup:  
Karlsruhe 2007:  
group 1: 18 citizens, 9 women, 9 men from 18 to 82 years 
group 2: 9 citizens, 5 women, 4 men from 21 to 73 years 
Karlsruhe 2011: 14 citizens, 6 women, 8 men from 19 to 76 years 
Vienna 2011: 15 citizens, 9 women, 6 men from 24 to 68 years, half 
from Vienna and half from urban hinterland 
Moderation: 
The moderation takes care that the conversation stays close to the 
topic by using an interview guide. The participants are talking mostly 
amongst themselves rather than with the moderator. This enables an 
everyday-life-like conversation situation among the participants in 
which they should be able to express their opinions and points of view 
in their own way to the others group members (see also Del. 3 & 4). 

Duration: Focus group 1 & 2: Karlsruhe, January 2007 (NanoCare) 
Focus group 3 & 4: Karlsruhe and Vienna, April 2011 (NanoSafety) 

Actors: Citizens 
Special topics:  Awareness of nanoparticles and nanoparticles containing products 

 Concept, associations and experiences regarding to nanoparticles 
 Perception of benefits and risks of nanoparticles 
 Balancing and judgement with respect to benefits and risks 
 Expectations of citizens regarding content, design and responsible 

provider of clear and trustfully information for citizens (Focus 
group 1 & 2) 

 Expectations of the citizens regarding political action and  
measures with respect to responsible and safe handling of 
nanoparticles (Focus group 3 & 4) 

Special results: Fleischer and Quendt (2007); Fleischer et al. (2011) 
 
 

2.4. Public Engagement and Dialogue Events 
 
Public engagement is a generic term that describes all the different ways in which 
institutions interact with the general public outside of formal democratic structures. This 
kind of engagement includes one-way forms of interaction such as information 
campaigns and social research activities as well as interactive public consultations that 
seek to share decision-making power with members of the general public. The latter is 
often organised as a kind of dialogue event which means a reciprocal exchange of views 
and ideas between individuals or groups (Gavelin et al. 2007). There were a plenty of 
dialogues and participation events dealing with nanotechnologies over the last ten years, 
some of them focussing on supporting science communication to facilitate the dialogue 
between members of the public and scientists, others concentrating on attempting to 
better understand perspectives on nanotechnologies within the general public. As 
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described earlier, the analysis of these events is somewhat hampered by the varying 
quality and availability of the documentation (see Chapter 1.4 and 1.5). 
 
The following summary lists the main benefits and risks that were identified in an 
analysis of some of the projects with excellent documentation, like the Nanologue or 
SmallTalk project (Gavelin et al. 2007). Again, the main aspects of perception could be 
covered by categories like benefit, risk, safety, fairness, equity, acceptance and the 
framing of nanotechnology; additional aspects are liability and privacy concerns, taking 
into account the converging properties of nanotechnology with information and 
communication technology: 
 
Environmental performance: 

 the application of nanotechnology may provide solutions to a number of 
environmental challenges such as energy conservation, pollution prevention and 
remediation 

 improvements could be delivered in the overall environmental performance of 
products through for example: efficiency gains in production due to 
miniaturisation effects, cleaner manufacture with less emissions and less waste, 
nanotechnology-based environment technology applications, devices for waste 
water treatment 

 concerns about the impact of the uncontrolled release of manufactured 
nanoparticles into the environment  

 concerns about the life-cycle impacts  
 concerns about the energy and resource intensive manufacturing of nanomaterials 
 concerns about further problems at the recycling and disposal phase 

 
Human health: 

 great opportunity for disease prevention, early disease detection or medical 
treatment  

 potentially adverse health effects of nanoparticles are widely debated and there is 
still a large amount of scientific uncertainty regarding the behaviour of 
nanoparticles in the human body 

 
Acceptance: 

 the vast majority of people still have little or no idea of what nanotechnology is or 
about its possible implications. Despite this, members of the public have already 
expressed similar concerns to those associated with genetic modification and 
nuclear power, particularly around governance structures and corporate 
transparency 

 
Access: 

 concerns about the expensiveness of nanotechnology and limiting access to those 
who could benefit the most (unequal access)  

 concerns about widening the divide between the industrialised and the developing 
world  

 concerns about the root causes of the original challenges 
 
Privacy: 

 the collection of increasingly sensitive data in medical diagnostics is likely to raise 
serious questions about information provenance and distribution  
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 Convergence with information and communication technology is also likely to 
cause the concern, with possible threats to civil liberties from increasingly 
advanced surveillance capabilities, enabled by nanotechnologies 

 
Liability: 

 subsequent developments may be as much in the hands of users as the 
innovators and could be used in ways not originally intended  

 the complexity of the product life cycle of nanotechnology applications may make 
it difficult to establish a causal relationship between actions of a company and any 
resulting impact  

 concerns about sufficient liability frameworks  
 
Regulation and control 

 Concerns whether existing regulatory regimes are robust enough to deal with any 
special qualities that nanostructured materials may have, or whether new 
regulation is required. On the one hand there is a possible risk that 
nanotechnology develops outside established regulatory bodies because of a wait-
and-see attitude in government. On the other hand, an over-regulation of 
production or use of the technology could be an obstacle for the development of 
nanotechnology.  

 Like other emerging technologies that are tightly linked to basic scientific 
research, nanotechnology generates intellectual property that is perceived as 
valuable and thus protected by patents. There is an obvious trade-off between the 
various laws, regulations, and treaties that govern the relationship between the 
public good and the protection offered by patents. 

 
Some events like NanoJury or the French debate demonstrate that it is a challenge to 
find the ideal method to address the individual issue adequately and to provide a 
communication process based on balanced information, credibility, trust and openness on 
the one hand, and the possibility of participation in decision making on the other hand. 
These two events will be described below in detail in order to present examples for 
different kind of participation methods (see next two Chapters). Of cause, these 
exemplary events give only a snap-shot of the complex situation in trying to describe the 
perception of the general public. 
 
As Phil Macnaghten and co-authors appositely wrote: “[...] Lay reactions to 
nanotechnology are complex. Public responses to the technology, or even to particular 
applications, are not simply either positive or negative; rather, pros and cons are seen as 
intermingled and often inseparable. Laypeople are also not content with weighing up 
risks and benefits: the deeply rooted cultural narratives drawn upon represent 
contemporary dilemmas and questions, acknowledging that these have no easy answers. 
They suggest contradictory and powerful pulls on our hopes and desires: yes, of course 
we long for better medical technologies, but at the same time are anxious about the 
implications they will have for what it means to be human. We want more equitable 
access to technology, but at the same time know that, often, we are the ‘rich’ for whom 
consumer technologies are designed.” (Macnaghten et al. 2010) 
 
Summarizing the results of the selected dialogues, gaining and maintaining public trust 
under conditions of scientific uncertainty seems the key element of the debate on 
perception and acceptance of nanotechnology and nanomaterials. Openness, 
transparency and precautionary measures are factors that have proven to be helpful in 
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achieving this objective. In the recommendations for science policy of the 
Nanotechnology Engagement Group report (Gavelin et al. 2007) people’s concerns and 
attitudes about nanotechnologies are compiled as follow: 
 
1. Social benefits: The public supports nanotechnologies that are linked to a wider social 

good. 
2. Uncertainty and regulation: The public is concerned about known and unknown risks, 

the ability of government and private sector to manage those risks. 
3. Transparency and public engagement: The public calls for more open decision-making 

about nanotechnologies. Risk communication strategies should enable a two-way 
communication. A transparent discussion should make available to the public issues 
ranging from informed opinions of scientific aspects including risks and benefits over 
clear and transparent description of the approach of regulation and funding up to the 
information on who has the responsibility to regulate and support nanotechnology. 

 
 

Example: UK NanoJury – Public Engagement on Nanotechnologies 
 
This kind of public engagement was based on the Citizens Jury methodology (Slocum 
2003) and specifically asked a small group of people to represent their community and 
make recommendations on nanotechnology. The event engages public as citizens in a 
self-motivated, self-directed and self-sustained way allowing the people to express 
concerns. In addition people representing their community not only take on rights and 
duties relating to themselves as individuals, but also as members of the community in a 
rather ethical kind. The method is most likely to lead to concrete action when it is directly 
linked to a decision-making process (Slocum 2003). In contrast, some might say that this 
method not adequately addresses individual contexts (Wickson et al. 2010). 
 
The NanoJury event brought together 15 randomly chosen people for ten sessions who 
formed a so-called ‘jury’. In the first phase, an introduction to special topics like health, 
energy and communication aspects for nanotechnology was given. The second phase was 
the witness session, where the jury could invite witnesses, including scientists, civil 
society representatives and government advisers, and question them and debate with 
them. In the next phase, the jury deliberated and drew up recommendations. The UK 
government used these recommendations for a wider public engagement strategy (see 
Table 4 and ANNEX1). 
 
A total of 20 recommendations of the jury were collected. They could be ordered to the 
following aspects of concerns: 
 
1. Concerns about risks and safety: 

 testing of manufactured nanomaterials before release 
 classification and testing of nanoparticles for safety as if they were new 

substances 
 
2. Concerns about uncertainties and research priorities: 

 public funding should focus on long term problems that will may be addressed by 
business, especially health and environment an aim should be to create good jobs 

 
3. Concerns about openness and transparency, credibility and trust: 
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 labelling of nanotechnology products 
 more openness of research priorities 
 

4. Concerns about adequate public engagement in the governance of science and 
technology: 
 more open deliberation about science policy 
 greater public involvement in nanotechnology policy making 

 

Table 4: Information on the UK NanoJury (for an elaborate overview see Annex 1). 
 
Organisation: Public engagement on nanotechnologies 

Policy, Ethics and Life Sciences Research Centre (PEALS), University 
of Newcastle; Greenpeace UK; The Guardian; and Cambridge 
University 

Duration: 06-07/2005,  
Two evenings a week for five weeks: 10 sessions 

Actors: Citizens :15 randomly chosen people in a particular region of the UK 
(jury) 
Science (witnesses) 
Civil societies (sponsors) 
Government representatives (sponsors) 

Special topics:  General 
 Health 
 Energy 
 Information and communication technologies 
 environmental risks concerning the whole life cycle of 

nanomaterials 
Special results: 20 recommendations to different aspects: 

 Governance of science and technology 
 Nanotechnology research priorities 
 Openness and transparency 
 Risks and regulation 
 
NanoJury report:  
http://www.frontiers-u.org/JPA/ethics/WP8%20NanoJury%20-
%20report.pdf 
NanoJury recommendations: 
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/files/pdfs/migrated/MultimediaFiles/Li
ve/FullReport/7249.pdf 

 
 

Example: French National Public Debate on Nanotechnology 
 
This event used the participation methodology aiming at hearing and including people 
adequately in decisions which concern their everyday lives. The French national debate 
on nanotechnology had to face special problems and showed at last a rather poor public 
participation and finally to the need to cancel a number of hearings due to recurring 
disruptions. Observers had analysed the reasons for the perturbed meetings and the final 
cancelling of the process (Doridot 2010). The opponents were more or less affiliated to 
an association native of Grenoble and their motivations were closely linked to a global 
refusal of the “nanoworld”, perceived as intrinsically dangerous, alienating and anti-
humanist which resulted in a total refusal to discuss. Nevertheless, the interpretation is 
more complex and has also to consider the lack of awareness and balanced prior 
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information of the population. In addition, the debate was led by different ministers and 
thus complicated the communication process. Some commentators criticised the narrow 
margin of decisions, the top down information distribution, the strong and inadequate 
pre-framing of the debate and the prior distinctions between experts and lay people. 
Parallel to the discussions with an audience of the general public, panellists from 
scientific, health, and environmental organisations planned to debate topics related to 
nanotechnologies. Furthermore, reasons for the failure of the French debate could lie in 
the multiplicity of actors, themes and geographical places. Also the perceived credibility 
of the independent panellists could have supported the attempts to discredit the debates. 
 
The general task for the government was an obligation to take a decision according to 
the “Grenelle 2” law. The results are not yet made public and conclusions could only be 
made by the reports of the correspondents and observers4. From their descriptions and 
statements it could be deduced that: 

 citizens criticised the high extent of nanoproducts already on the market and that 
this kind of debate accordingly comes too late (concerns about the design of the 
debate) 

 the debate is appreciated as an operation of communication, even of propaganda, 
all decisions are already taken (concerns about the preconditions of the debate) 

 not only transparency and the quantity and content of information as well as 
scientific evidence is important  (prior written contributions from the actors) but 
also the quality of its performance with regard to perceived trust, credibility and 
context 

 acceptance and concerns are not compulsory linked to the degree of knowledge 
and information 

                                                 
4 Personal communications from R. Fries (2010, 2011)) and Doridot, F. (2010). 
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Table 5: Information on the French National Public Debate on Nanotechnology (for an 
elaborate overview see Annex 1). 
 
Organisation Public participation 

French National Public Debate on Nanotechnology:  
“portant sur les conditions de développement et de régulation des 
nanotechnologies” 
Decided during the “Grenelle de l’Environnement” political process 
Organized centrally by the independent national commission CNDP 
(Commission particulière du débat public Nanotechnologies) 
geographical cutting associated with thematic cutting 

Duration: 15.10.2009 – 23.2.2010 
17 foreseen meetings 

Actors: General public (last meetings only invited persons, general public is 
forbidden) 
Science  
Business community, industry 
Environmental, consumer associations (Friends of the Earth, France 
nature environment, PMO) 
Government, Ministries (L’état, maître d’oeuvre) 
Trade unions (Syndicats de travailleurs) 
National Instituts of expertise (AFFSET, AFFSA, INERIS, INRS) 
Political actors et parties politiques (les Verts) 

Special topics:  provide input to the public debate on the opportunities of using 
nanotechnologies (this question is not really opened) 

 cost/benefits analysis of applications 
 
Referred to CNDP: 
 scientific, technical, industrial and economic aspects 
 health risks concerning workers, consumers and the general public 
 environmental risks concerning the whole life cycle of 

nanomaterials 
 impact on daily life and health 
 social impact, ethical questions, protection of the individual 

freedom, geopolitical balance 
 measures for controlling and regulation, governance of the 

development of nanotechnologies 
Special results Doridot, F. (2010) 

Personal communications from René Fries (2010, 2011) 
Decisions according to the Grenelle 2 law are not yet made public 
http://www.debatpublic-nano.org/debat/debat_public.html 
http://www.debatpublic-nano.org/informer/bilan_debat.html 
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3. CONCERNS EXPRESSED BY STAKEHOLDERS 

3.1. On the MPNs Risk Negotiation Landscape 
 
Individual risk perception, concerns and their expressions are closely linked. Among the 
different methods of measuring risk perceptions, analysing self-reports of concern 
collected by using qualitative and quantitative methods of social research is a well-
established approach. Although it is considered being less reliable than measuring 
behavioural changes, since people are not expected to put as much thought to deciding 
how to respond to a poll as they do in deciding whether to take meliorative action 
(Loewenstein and Mather 1990), they are one of the few ways to investigate the 
perception of risks of emerging technologies. 
 
However, speaking about public concerns requires defining our understanding of “public” 
and its actors. For example, Habermas (1962) proposed that there is no one public but 
rather a number of different “publics”. Here, we base on a “MPNs Risk Negotiation 
Landscape” (see Figure 9). It distinguishes the main societal spheres: general public, 
industry, science and politics. Within these spheres lie distinct entities like the different 
stakeholder groups that may overlap in different spheres or correspond to each other.  
 

 
 
Figure 9: The MPNs Risk Negotiation Landscape. 
 
In general, one might think of “public” in a way of the population concerned or the 
general public as first sphere. According Wickson et al. (2010) the general public can 
be referred to in several ways: as laity, as consumers and as citizens. While the analysis 
of concerns within the general public has to concentrate on results from formats 
discussed in chapter 2, concerns of stakeholders can also be collected by means of 
document analysis. Their expressions of concerns can be found in the documentation of 
the various forms of communication: stakeholder surveys, interviews, dialogues and 
public engagement events (participation in the decision-making process) as well as 
white/policy papers and other public statements of the involved actors.  
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Other important “publics”5 are the so-called civil society organisations (CSO) including 
citizen’s initiatives, consumer groups, environmental groups, trade unions, churches and 
religious groups, etc. These are usually citizens who pursue a common objective and 
therefore organize themselves in interest groups. Thus, CSOs are counted by many social 
scientists into the sphere of the general public – trade unions even in the sphere of 
industry. The opinions of CSOs can easily be found in their statutes, policy papers and 
other publications as well as in public statements of their representatives. Their 
representatives are often well informed about the topic they are speaking about. That’s 
why they are more often than not the preferred choices over “ordinary citizens” if 
different views should be heard e.g. in dialogue events that should include the views of 
the general public. However, it might well be that the “institutional opinion” of the 
representative speaking is not clearly distinguished from its personal opinion. 
 
In a very similar way this is also true for another group of stakeholders6: representatives 
of the industry sphere. They are usually trained scientists, experts in their respective 
fields, very often also in public relations, and they are employees of industry associations 
or individual companies. However, since there is typically no shared opinion of “the 
industry”, the position of an industry representative expressed in a stakeholder forum 
rather stands for the interest of his or her employer – a company or association. Beside 
public statements of their representatives, their views can be found in different public 
relation formats, usually on their homepages which are the platform for various 
publications.  
 
The problem of identifying a common opinion is even more challenging when it comes to 
the science sphere (academia) as a further “public”. Although it is common to speak 
about the perspective of “the scientific community”, on many issues – including scientific 
results with respect to hazard and risk assessment of manufactured particulate 
nanomaterials - there is no such mutually agreed, common opinion as it might be found 
in some of the CSOs. Each and every scientist or expert basically communicates her or 
his own point of view - which might be shared by other members of the academia. 
Nevertheless, it will never be the opinion of the whole community – although it might 
appear as such to those outside the science sphere (especially to members of the general 
public) if a representative of “the academia” is invited to a dialogue event. Further parts 
of the science sphere beside (bench) scientists are scientific commissions and the RTD 
management. 
 
The politics sphere is usually represented in stakeholder dialogues by members of the 
executive branch of the government, usually by different officials from various 
directorates, ministries and authorities with regulatory responsibilities. They are actively 

                                                 
5 Some scholars consider the mass media also as a kind of “public” in modern democracies since they inform 
people and contribute to shaping individual perceptions and public opinion. Ideally the media is a prerequisite 
for deliberation – the public dispute of the citizens among each other. However, here we will let the public 
media aside since nowadays it mainly reflects the views of different stakeholders rather than the perspective of 
citizens (Habermas 1962, Liesegang 2004 and quotations therein). 
6The definition of “stakeholder” in the context of technology governance is a matter of extensive scientific 
debate. In their “Stakeholder Analysis Methodologies Resource Book” of 1994,William M. Babiuch and Barbara 
C. Farhar already presented 16 considerably overlapping definitions of the term "stakeholder" as found in the 
literature, and the number has increased significantly since that, These definitions speak of ‘groups’, ‘parties-at-
interest’, ‘people’, and other similar terms, and reference many more. Recurring to their work as well as to 
considerations by Jessica Glicken (2000), for the purpose of this report we understand stakeholders as parties 
that are affected by, or perceiving themselves to be affected by, and that have an ability to significantly impact 
(either directly or indirectly) institutional action with regard to the lifecycle of manufactured particulate 
nanomaterials and its regulation. 
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involved in the negotiation, either as active audience (rather on national level) or as 
speakers in diverse dialogue events (rather on EU level). Many of the dialogue events in 
which they participate are initiated by their institutions. In addition to positions voiced in 
stakeholder fora, official position papers and other policy documents are good sources for 
research.  
 
Especially in early phases of risk governance processes, one can observe that there is a 
number of different policy positions and a certain segmentation of the argumentation. 
This is mainly due to the fact that the key aspects of the respective positioning of 
government officials are predetermined by their individual affiliations and responsibilities, 
e.g. executive officers for health and consumer affairs are advocating consumer 
protection, those responsible for environmental affairs environmental protection, those 
for enterprise and industry competitiveness and growth and so forth. In many cases, 
they closely interact with experts, scientific commissions and stakeholder that mutually 
inform and support their respective perspectives and positions.  
 
Members of parliaments or official representatives of political parties only in very rare 
occasions actively took part in stakeholder fora so far. Some political parties have 
published opinion papers on nanotechnology and nanoscience in general, but didn’t 
engage actively into the debate around “nano”.  
 
In the following, we will a brief overview of the positions of the various stakeholders on 
the European level. Nevertheless, since we live in a globalised world in which companies 
operate internationally, CSOs are embedded in international networks and also 
governments work together across continents, parallels can be drawn between 
negotiations on nanotechnology and MPNs involving the abovementioned stakeholder 
groups and discussions that take place outside Europe – especially in the United States of 
America and Australia. Stakeholder representatives from these regions are frequently 
present in European stakeholder events. At first sight, one could note that the positions 
of the non-European stakeholders are in general similar to those of the European’s. 
 
 

3.2. Concerns Expressed by Civil Society Organisations and Trade 
Unions as General Public Stakeholders 

 
The number of civil society organisations including citizen’s initiatives consumer groups, 
trade unions and environmental groups on national and international stage is vast and 
hardly ascertainable. However, only a limited number of CSOs – mostly large, 
international groups or associations – are actively involved in the discussions around 
nanotechnology, nanosciences and MPNs including stakeholder and public dialogue 
events. Noteworthy at this point is also the EU-funded project NanoCap (09/2006-
09/2009) which was aiming at capacity building for trade unions and environmental 
NGOs. In a number of working conferences, positioning discussions and workplace visits 
technical, environmental, ethical as well as occupational health and safety issues were 
addressed. Further, a critical assessment of the claimed benefits of nanotechnology, 
contribution to public dialogues and discussion with members, authorities, industry and 
the public were included into the project (see also Annex 2). 
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One of the issues most of the CSO are interested in is an assessment of the actual 
market situation of nanomaterials and nanoproducts in order to be able to estimate how 
much consumers, workers and the environment are exposed to and potentially affected 
by MPNs. Although the positioning of trade unions and environmental groups does not 
converge much when one is looking at the details, the consequent application of the 
precautionary approach plays a key role for both. They are concerned about the 
environmental and health effect of MPNs emphasised by several experts, but also about 
the lack of knowledge and uncertainties. Thus, they want in general more information 
about MNPs and transparency of the composition of ‘nanoproducts’. Especially the 
consumer CSOs advocate informed and free decisions based on an individual risk-benefit-
calculation. All groups also call for an increase of safety research and increasing efforts to 
protect the environment and human health as well as the implementation of social and 
ethical issues into the governance of nanotechnology and MPNs. Thereby, highest priority 
should be given to consumer products already on the market or in near-market stage 
which should be comprehensively assessed on their human health and environmental 
impacts with no delay. With regard to regulatory measures, most CSO argue that 
voluntary measures cannot replace binding legislation in their point of view. 
Interestingly, the justice issues including “nano and the poor” play only for the CSOs a 
tangential role in Europe – in contrast to other parts of the world. 
 
“A key challenge is to ensure that the setting up of a long term action plan, engaging all 
stakeholders in an open discussion, at an early stage of development of this powerful, 
innovative, high-end technology so as to ensure that it moves towards the resolution of 
many of the world’s current problems without posing environmental, social, economic 
and health hazards to humans and the environment” said Pieter van Broekhuizen, the 
coordinator of the NanoCap project. 
 
 

3.2.1. Environmental CSOs 

 
The visibility of environmental groups in the “nanodebate” is exceptionally high in 
comparison to other CSOs. Smaller environmental groups that operate in regional or 
national frame often are involved in transnational or EU-wide acting associations. A 
relatively small number of organisations that are operating internationally are actively 
involved in the MPN risks negotiations at the European level. Among them are 
Greenpeace7 and Friends of the Earth (FoE) – especially its German member group 
BUND8 and FoE Australia9 which are frequently present in European dialogue events – as 
international groups, but also some national groups that participate rather in the national 
dialogue events like the Naturschutzbund (NABU, Germany), Bundesverband 
Buergerinitiativen Umweltschutz (BBU, Germany), Global2000 (Austria), Natuur en Milieu 
(Netherlands) or Legambiente (Italy) and European associations like Bureau Europeen de 
l’Environnement (BEE), EuroNatur, the Mediterranean Information Office for 

                                                 
7 Position papers available at:  
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/files/pdfs/migrated/MultimediaFiles/Live/FullReport/5886.pdf or  
http://www.greenpeace.org/raw/content/denmark/press/rapporter-og-dokumenter/nanotechnology-policy-
positi.pdf 
8 Position paper of the Bund für Umwelt und Naturschutz Deutschland (BUND) is available at:  
http://bund.net/fileadmin/bundnet/publikationen/nanotechnologie/20090204_nanotechnologie_bund_positions
papier_englisch.pdf 
9 Policy paper available at:  
http://nano.foe.org.au/new/sites/default/files/FoEA%20Nanotechnology%20Policy%20May%202007.pdf 
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Environment, Culture and Sustainable Development (MIO-ECSDE), the Center for 
International Environmental Law (CIEL) or the Baltic Environmental Forum (BEF). Also 
the Canadian ETC Group and the Nano-Working Group of International POPs Elimination 
Network (IPEN) are frequently referred to. 
 
Environmental groups consider nanotechnology as a coming ‘technology wave’ where 
they see the possibility for an involvement of the public into an early stage of the 
development. They often draw parallels to experiences with earlier and ongoing debates 
on other technology developments like genetic modified organisms and as a lesson of 
asbestos. They want to critically accompany the process of the market introduction of 
nanotechnology and are not least sought after partners for science, media and politics. 
Most of environmental groups support statements like this one of the BUND, that calls for 
“efforts to reach a goal-oriented and clearly structured dialogue must be concentrated 
procedurally and institutionally to create a federally agreed upon dialogue concept 
involving all stakeholders”. 
 
They are well aware of the developments of nanotechnological applications and the 
increasing introduction of ‘nanoproducts’ on the market. They echo scientific findings that 
potential health risks of MPN are basically unknown as well as the fact that it is hardly 
known what effect MPNs have on the environment when they are released through their 
production, use and disposal - which gives them cause for concern. At the same time 
they appreciate the potential for the (possible) solution of environmental problems and 
for society that nanotechnological applications pose, e.g. cheaper solar power, cleaner 
and resource saving production processes or new ways of environmental remediation. 
However, they are convinced that these benefits rely on further development with a view 
to a viable future and sustainable development. Moreover, they question the 
sustainability claims of the industry (“green wash”)10 and vote for a critical assessment of 
those claims.  
 
Regarding the governance of nanotechnology and MPNs, they are concerned that the 
current regulations are not sufficient to protect the environment and the consumers. 
Interestingly, the environmental groups are also concerned that social and ethical issues 
are not addressed appropriately, e.g. patenting issues and levels of industrial control, 
exclusion of those with legitimate interests from the decision making or inadequate 
information policy by the industry and authorities. Moreover, they are concerned that 
public transparency with respect to findings, data, developments, use and application of 
nanotechnology is not sufficiently given.  
 
Based on these concerns, environmental groups build up their demands to politics and 
the industry. The strongest demand of some environmental NGO is temporal delay or a 
suspension of some activities related to nanotechnology, nanoscience or nanomaterials. 
On example was expressed by FoE Australia in 200511: “We are calling for a moratorium 
on the research, development and production of synthetic nanoproducts while regulations 
are developed to protect the health and safety of workers, the public and the 
environment from the harmful impacts of nanotechnology.”  
 
However, not all environmental groups insist on such a restrictive measure. The majority 
prefers a moratorium of marketing of ‘nanoproducts’ and applications that might lead to 
                                                 
10 IPEN/BEE position paper “Nanotechnology and the environment: A mismatch between claim and reality”. 
Available at: http://www.ipen.org/ipenweb/documents/ipen%20documents/nano_eeb_ipen.pdf 
11 Statement found at: http://www.foe.org.au/nano-tech/ 
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an exposure of humans or the environment as long as sufficient information on EHS risks 
is not available (“no data – no market” principle) and the strict and consequent 
application of the precautionary principle. This was emphasized especially for consumer 
products used in or on the human body (like food, food additives and packing, cloth, 
cosmetics, convenience goods, etc.). They demand for the creation of a framework of 
obligatory information/transparency including the registration of, a public registry for and 
labelling of ‘nanoproducts’ to allow the freedom of choice for consumers, along with an 
adaption or revision of the existing legislation (e.g. REACH, food law, legislation on 
pesticides and biocides). Further, they call for the use of appropriate metrics for 
nanomaterials (i.e. particles surface area and number of particles rather than mass) and 
definition of new, clearly enforceable, permissible exposure levels. 
 
Facing the knowledge gaps and uncertainties of EHS risk assessment of MPNs, 
environmental groups call for more research efforts into ecological and health effects in 
concert. But also research into societal, ethical and social aspects of nanotechnology 
should be greatly increased. Thereby, the entire life cycle from manufacture to disposal 
must be taken into account. This is also valid for future developments in nanotechnology 
(“second and third generation”) – for example several policy papers mention self-
replicating systems whose proliferation could be harmful for the environment. 
 
 

3.2.2. Consumer CSOs 

 
Among the Consumer CSOs that took position in the negotiation around “nano”, the most 
active actors on the European level are the European Association for the Co-ordination of 
Consumer Representation in Standardisation (ANEC), Bureau Européen des Unions de 
Consommateurs (BEUC) and the Alliance of Social and Ecological Consumer 
Organisations (ASECO). Also quite active are some national consumer association like the 
German Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband e.V. (VZBV) or the British consumer 
association “Which?”. These associations are not only contributing actively to the various 
stakeholder and public dialogue events, but are also involved in survey to ascertain the 
opinion on nanotechnology and MPNs of consumers.12 
 
Like the environmental groups, they observed a growing number of nanotechnological 
applications and ‘nanoproducts’ that potentially expose consumers to MPNs on a daily 
basis(like food, cosmetics, textiles, electric appliances and medicines). At the same time, 
they consider the risks of MPNs as not being fully assessed – which is cause of concern. 
To quote the joint ANEC and BEUC position paper of 2009: “We acknowledge that 
nanotechnologies have a potential to offer benefits in particular to consumers and the 
environment. They could be used to improve the resource and energy efficiency of 
appliances, the storage capacity and loading time of batteries, lead to new medical 
treatment opportunities or products of better performance. However, these technologies 
and materials may also present new risks which have never been evaluated. We are 
therefore concerned about the increasing number of products containing nanomaterials 
which are already and will be sold on the EU market without having been subject to a 
proper safety assessment.” Further, they are concerned that the legislation in the field of 
consumer rights and protection (e.g. General Product Safety Directive, Novel Foods 

                                                 
12 For example the VZBV study of 2008: “Nanotechnologies: What consumers want to know”, available at:  
http://www.vzbv.de/mediapics/studie_nanotechnologien_vzbv.pdf (in German only) 
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Regulation, REACH) is not sufficient to apply the precautionary principle to 
nanotechnologies and MNPs. 
 
Based on these concerns, they call for the precautionary principle to be applied in the 
field of nanotechnologies. For them it is of particular importance that consumers are 
properly protected and can feel confident that any ‘nanoproduct’ undergoes an 
independent pre-market safety assessment and found to be safe before it is permitted to 
go on sale. Thus, an adaption of the existing European legislation relevant to 
nanotechnologies in order to safeguard consumer health and safety as well as the 
environment and a closing of regulatory loopholes is necessary. They emphasize clear 
definitions of nanomaterials and nanotechnologies since the lack of definitions leads to 
legal uncertainties and hampers the development of regulatory requirements. And they 
wish a participatory process of decision to be put in place that allows for citizens to 
engage in decisions which will have an impact on their everyday life. Further, they call for 
an increased transparency about the use of MPNs and urge for labelling of ‘nanoproducts’ 
– in particular products with which consumers come in direct, close or regular contact. 
Transparency and clear information about risks of nanomaterials to consumers and other 
stakeholders must be ensured. Moreover they call for an increase of safety research to 
close the knowledge gaps concerning risk assessment, adequate methodologies, 
standardization and characterization of MPNs.13 
 
 

3.2.3. Trade Unions 

 
Similarly to the consumer groups, in the European negotiations on nanotechnology and 
MPNs most prominently the large associations are active, e.g. the European Trade Union 
Confederation (ETUC) and its research institute ETUI, Irish-British trade union Amicus / 
Unite, the Netherlands’ Federation of Trade Unions (FNV), or the German 
Industriegewerkschaft Bergbau, Chemie, Energie (IG BCE).  
 
Also similar to environmental and consumer CSOs, the trade unions acknowledge the 
beneficial potentials of nanotechnology and nanoscience for the society, environmental 
protection and especially the economy: “In terms of employment, it is claimed that 
nanotechnology development is likely to require an additional two to ten million workers 
across the world by 2014. Many of these jobs are likely to be created in Europe, mainly 
in start-up companies and in SMEs.”14 But they also recognized that a growing number of 
‘nanoproducts’ has been produced, commercialised and is in daily use by consumers, 
while a growing body of scientific evidence suggests that some MPNs harbour EHS risks. 
Those facts, along with significant uncertainties revolving around benefits and risks 
within the life-cycle of MPNs, are a reason for concern for the trade unions. They are 
concerned about the imbalance between budgets for R&D of commercial applications and 
those for EHS research. Further, societal concerns on the inadequacy of legislation and a 
lack of information are stated: “As yet, it is unclear exactly how many articles on the 
market contain nanomaterials. For instance, production workers have no idea whether 
they are handling nanomaterials, in what quantities, and whether or not they pose a 
                                                 
13 Position papers of e.g. ANEC/BEUC and Which?, available at:  
http://aseconet.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=18&Itemid=28 and 
http://www.which.co.uk/about-which/press/campaign-press-releases/otherissues/2007/09/nanotech--small-
scale-big-questions.jsp, respectively  
14 Ibid, cited by the “ETUC Resolution on nanotechnologies and nanomaterials” (2008), available at: 
http://www.nanocap.eu/Flex/Site/Downloadc930.pdf 
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danger. The debate on the regulatory framework for nanotechnologies has been rolling 
for nigh-on a decade; it is on the political agenda because stakeholder discussions with 
the regulatory bodies on the supply of information on nanomaterials are basically 
deadlocked.”15 The trade unions doubt that workers are sufficiently protected during 
workplace activities involving MPNs and that the labour safety inspectorates have enough 
knowledge on nanotechnology to judge this.  
 
The main aim of the trade unions is of cause the protection of the workers and thus to 
prevent that nanomaterials become a “second asbestos”. Therefore, they call for an 
increase of EHS research as well as for training and education of health and safety 
specialists (e.g. labour inspectors, preventive services, occupational hygienists, company 
physicians). Further, they call for an adaptation of the legislation concerned - especially 
REACH - along with standardised definition for nanomaterials. The ETUC Resolution says: 
“In particular, ETUC considers that manufacturers of nano-based products should be 
obliged to determine whether insoluble or biopersistent nanomaterials can be released 
from them at all stages of their life cycle. In the absence of sufficient data to prove that 
those released nanomaterials are harmless to human health and the environment, 
marketing should not be permitted. The ETUC therefore demands full compliance with 
REACH’s ‘no data, no market’ principle.” Moreover, they criticize the missing information 
on the occurrence and EHS risks of MPNs, e.g. on safety data sheets or by the employer. 
Since they also think that consumers have “the right to know”, they support the other 
CSOs in their call for a mandatory, harmonized traceability system on European level 
including a registry for and labelling of ‘nanoproducts’. 
 
 

3.2.4. Other CSO Groups 

 
Churches and religious groups are active actors in stakeholder negotiations (that also 
belong to the sphere of general public) by publishing position papers16 or by organizing 
or appearing at dialogue events (see Annex 2). Among them are predominantly Christian 
organisations like the advisory committee of the Evangelical Church in Germany (EKD), 
the Church of Scotland’s Society Religion and Technology project, the bioethics group of 
the European (Catholic) Bishops Conferences to the European Community (COMECE) or 
the World Council of Churches. They see themselves as being responsible for humans 
and the environment as part of the creation. Therefore they engage in the debates on 
new technologies that not only bring benefits but also pose a potential danger to the 
creation. They refer to their fundamental beliefs in weighing up and arguing for an ethical 
position in the individual cases. In general, representatives and organizations of the 
churches stand in for ethical and moral positions and feel themselves responsible to 
introduce these ethical and social aspects into the debate around “nano”. Moreover, with 
its members and its internal administrative area (e.g. as owner and operator of social 
institutions) they may have a substantial market power. Their demand and the 
corresponding purchasing behaviour (e.g. not to buy products which are produced under 
socially and ecologically irresponsible conditions) can influence certain marketing 
strategies and product successes. Further, they have also a certain influence on their 
members. 

                                                 
15 ETUI Policy Brief, Issue 2/2011; available at:  
http://hesa.etui-rehs.org/uk/publications/files/Policy_Brief_Social_Policy-Issue2-2011_EN.pdf 
16 For example, the environmental officers of the Evangelical Church Germany dealt with the ethical aspects of 
nanotechnology, and issued an opinion, available at: http://www.ekd.de/akzente14.pdf 
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Also other CSOs with different foci, like women's organizations (e.g. Women in 
Europe for a Common Future (WECF))17, patient associations (e.g. European Parkinson 
Disease Association (EPDA), Dutch Genetic Alliance (VSOP), the Biotechnology and 
Genetics Forum), and others step into the negations around “nano” to point out their 
positions. Since this occurs rather rarely and on the regional level, we won’t elaborate on 
those groups in this report. Interestingly, CSOs representing marginalised populations 
and the poor people of the South are currently not engaged in the dialogue – and thus 
topics like distributive justice are rarely treated as an issue in Europe. 
 
 

3.3. Positions of Industry Stakeholders 
 
The representatives of the industry are relative active and prominent in stakeholder 
dialogues concerning nanotechnology and nanoparticles. However, most representatives 
of the industry that appear in public events come from a relative small number of large 
companies, rarely SMEs, some industry associations18, employers organizations (e.g. 
Business Europe) and reinsurance company (e.g. Swiss Re, Munich Re, Allianz). Some of 
the industry stakeholders themselves organized various stakeholder dialogue events 
(e.g. stakeholder dialogues organized by CEFIC, CIAA, VCI, BASF; see Annex 2). 
Moreover, a good hint for activities of the different industrial sectors in the field of 
nanotechnology and MPNs are the “nano-specific” public relations. For example, one can 
find general information on nanotechnology and MPNs on company websites of the 
chemical (e.g. Degussa, BASF), automotive (e.g. BMW), and pharmaceutical industry 
(e.g. GlaxoSmithKline) as well as the sectors food (e.g. Unilever, Kraft Foods), apparel 
(e.g. Jack Wolfskin), consumer (e.g. Henkel) and industrial goods (e.g. Siemens, DuPont, 
General Electric).  
 
However, corporate social responsibility (CSR) reports addressing nanotechnology 
specifically, a corporate nanotechnology policy communication, or contributions to 
stakeholder dialogues were only found by a small number of companies of the chemical 
industry or industrial goods supply (e.g. BASF, Degussa, DuPont).19 While those 
companies seem to identify nanotechnology as a challenge for their communication with 
the public and for their aim to be recognised as a company that handles EHS issues 
responsibly, most producers of consumer products market their ‘nanoproducts’ with only 
very little communication on nanotechnologies in general and especially without any 
specific information on the potential risks of the materials used in their products. 
Especially the food sector insists in claiming that there are no MPNs used in food 
available on the European market – albeit titanium dioxide (E171) and silicon dioxide 
(E551) that may also occur in nanoform are already approved as food additives. 
Furthermore, product information and advertising claims are overlapping considerably in 

                                                 
17 The WECF has compiled a position paper on nanotechnology, available at: 
http://www.wecf.eu/download/2008/WECF_Nano_Position_Paper1.pdf 
18 Including the Nanotechnology Industries Association (NIA), the Conseil Européen de l’Industrie Chimique 
(CEFIC), the Conseil Interfédéral des Activités Aquatiques (CIAA),  and the Verband der Chemischen Industrie 
e.V. (VCI), the European trade association for the cosmetic, toiletry and perfumery industry COLIPA, the 
Interessengemeinschaft Detailhandel Schweiz (IG DHS) and many others on European and national level.  
19 According a quick and non empirical scan of Volker Türk (Wuppertal Institute) in spring 2007 (Türk et al. 
2007). Available at: http://www.nanologue.net/custom/user/Allgemein/0703_ENTA_CSR-Nanotech_website.pdf 
(accessed July 2011). See also Chis Groves (Brass) “Nanotechnology in the UK, 2011-2020: A Delphi Exercise” 
(2011). Available at: http://www.brass.cf.ac.uk/uploads/NanotechnologyintheUK_ChrisGroves.pdf (accessed 
July 2011). 
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some products by (over-)emphasising the benefits (or promises) of nanotechnological 
applications and leaving the potential risks largely aside – in most case they are not even 
mentioned in the small print. 
 
Nevertheless, one might assume that at least the large companies and industry 
associations are well aware of the potential EHS risks and uncertainties of their 
nanotechnological applications, although they only rarely express EHS concerns in their 
public communication directly. In the stakeholder dialogues, they sometimes touch this 
field briefly – usually in order to introduce their approaches on safe handling of MPNs or 
their risk assessment procedures. In any case, they don’t contradict the findings of the 
toxicologists – although they are sometimes questioning the adequacy of certain test 
procedures and systems and the evidence of the findings.  
 
A support of this observation might be seen in the fact that several companies (e.g. 
BASF, Degussa, Bayer, Coop, Unilever) and industrial associations (e.g. IG DHS, NIA, 
VCI) developed – or were involved in the development of – codes of conducts or 
guidelines for the responsible production, handling and use of nanomaterials as well as 
risk management systems.20 
 
The argumentation in industry presentations on EHS risk issues in stakeholder dialogues 
usually follows the logic that MPNs and their applications - including the final products - 
are safe for workers, consumers and the environment if “standard (European) working 
hygiene” is applied. For example, in response to the publication of the study by Song et 
al. (2009) – which reported about serious health effects of Chinese workers that were 
allegedly exposed to nanoparticles – several industry stakeholders stated that these kind 
of severe effects are impossible in Europe, where a high level of working hygiene is 
applied.21 Another example was the reaction of the director of the Nanotechnology 
Industries Association (NIA) on a study by Poland et al. (2008) – which reported 
asbestos-like pathogenicity of carbon nanotubes in mice: She stated that ‘the study on 
carbon nanotubes isn't surprising, and it doesn't mean workers or consumers are at risk. 
Workers in the industry use protective equipment, while nanotubes used in consumer 
products are usually embedded in hard materials, preventing them from being inhaled’.22 
Similar reactions have been observed by other industry representatives in this context. 
 
An important issue for the industry is the public acceptance of their products. Thus, a 
recurring theme that can be found in every stakeholder-involving event is: All of our 
products are safe! There is not a single product on the market that did not undergo a 
premarket assessment. Any company would jeopardize its valuable reputation by placing 
products on the market that are found to pose any EHS risk. If consumers would fear and 
reject MPN-containing products, it would imperil the vital interest of the producing 
companies like revenues and the amortisation of R&D investments, but also consumer 
trust. Thus, companies have a vital interest to put responsible nanotechnology into 
practice and to communicate this to the public. In practice, this means attention to safety 
and health issues of employees and “transparency” to the outside world, as Rip and 
Shelly-Egan (2010) wrote. In one of their interviews, a respondent from a chemical 

                                                 
20 For Germany, a summary can be found in the Report of the Issue Group 1, Annex 3, 2011. See also 
ObservatoryNano First Annual Report Chapter 3, available at: 
http://www.observatorynano.eu/project/filesystem/files/annrep1responsibility1.pdf.  
21 Discussions in stakeholder dialogue events, e.g. the Nanosafety for Success Dialog of the European 
Commission in 2011. 
22 News item of NIA Press (29. May 2008). Available at: http://www.nanotechia.org/nia-press/nia-clarifies-
study-on-carbon-nanotubes-doesnt-m (accessed in July 2011). 
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company said: “Our approach to transparency is as a result of our experiences in other 
technology and safety debates… it’s a kind of lesson learned and what we now want to do 
is to go another way, to go into the public debate of nanotech. And we hope it will end 
more successfully than other debates. So, we do this very early, this is sometimes also 
difficult but for the moment we see no alternative to go another way. [...] It is a risk and 
sometimes ends in reputational damage [of your company]. Those companies that are 
transparent are also the focus of NGO debates because nothing is known [of what other 
companies are doing].” Thus, for companies this kind of proactive, transparent 
communication is double-edged. 
 
In contrast to manufacturing companies, third-party economy actors like 
(re)insurance companies are rather able to be much straighter in naming potential risks 
of nanotechnology and MPNs. They cannot afford to ignore potential EHS risks for 
workers, consumers or the environment since in the case of damage they would lose a 
lot of money. Thus, they request politics to work out a binding regulatory framework and 
their customers to act responsible in order to avoid any risks of damage and loss. 
Additionally, they are worried about the lack of knowledge: “The mere presence of nano 
particles, even if they are everywhere, does not pose a threat to people or the 
environment. A risk can only arise if some of the particles’ properties turn out to be 
harmful. However, insufficient research has been done to say with any certainty whether, 
and if so to what extent, nanoparticles or products containing nanoparticles actually pose 
a threat” as Annabelle Hett, a risk expert at Swiss Re, stated.23 Other third-party 
economy actors like financial institutions or patent agencies services have not yet 
become active within the dialogue. 
 
The lack of knowledge concerning the EHS effects of MPNs is a real problem for the 
industry – albeit for other reasons than for CSOs. Due to the enormous potential of 
nanotechnological applications for new and innovative products, potentials for more 
sustainability in resource and energy use as well as the substitution of hazardous 
substances – and therefore the innovation and competitiveness of the companies as well 
as economical growth, they have invested already large sums into research and 
development of ‘nanoproducts’. The industry wants to take advantage of these potentials 
and doesn’t want to lose those R&D and other investments in their nanotechnological 
applications. Therefore there is an urgent need for legal security and stable economic 
conditions. Since it is still under discussion where the burden of proof for the 
environmental and health safety of nanomaterials and nanoproducts lies – and how this 
will be translated into regulatory practices -, industry stakeholders urge the politics to 
establish a reliable regulatory framework. That is why the stakeholder dialogues mostly 
address issues like the definition of MPNs, appropriate regulatory frameworks (e.g. 
coverage by or implementation into REACH legislation)and other regulatory measures 
(e.g. registry for ‘nanoproducts’ or MPNs, labelling).  
 
Most of the industry stakeholders tend to advocate voluntary regulatory measures by 
arguing with high bureaucracy and a decrease of their international competitiveness in 
the case of comprehensive legal obligations. Especially concerning the call of the general 
public (stakeholders) for more information that should be available in registries or in 
form of a labelling of ‘nanoproducts’, industry stakeholders emphasise that voluntary 
information via public communication and their participation in public events with an 

                                                 
23News release of Swiss Re (10. May 2004), available at:  
http://media.swissre.com/documents/pr_20040510_nano_en.pdf 
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informative character are sufficient. They argue that more far-reaching obligations, 
especially a detailed, obligatory registration of nanomaterials and/or ‘nanoproducts’ 
would infringe their intellectual property rights - which is an important issue for the 
industry stakeholders. Regarding the regulation of MPNs and ‘nanoproducts’, industry 
stakeholders state that the current legislation is sufficient to deal with “nano”, although it 
might need some modification. 
 
 

3.4. Concerns Emphasised by Scientists 
 
Concerns with regard to EHS risks of MPNs are expressed by a variety of different actors 
that can be assigned to the science sphere. Representatives of different universities and 
research institutions were and are constantly involved in all stakeholder dialogue events 
and are frequently present in public dialogue events. Usually, they are chosen because of 
the local or project context of their institutions and their scientific expertise. Within the 
events, they typically present the state of knowledge of EHS research concerning MPNs 
or certain aspects of it. The representatives of the academia are predominantly (bench) 
scientists that are involved in safety research (mostly toxicology or occupational 
medicine); those who are working on new techniques and applications are only present – 
if at all – in public or industry initiated events.  
 
In these contexts, in their presentations and statements during dialogue events as well 
as in their publications, many scientists usually present single results or overviews of 
their own work with occasional reference to the results of other groups and colleagues. 
Some also present own risk judgements or even recommendations for regulatory action. 
The epistemic status of these judgements and recommendations as well as their role in 
risk communication is controversial. Only very few studies have dealt with individual MPN 
risk perceptions of scientists – the basis for an analysis of risk judgements – and these 
empirical studies certainly need further validation and refinement. What seems to be 
clear is that these statements have strong normative components and should be 
understood only as one voice within the choir of scientific plurality, especially when it can 
be shown that risk judgements of individual scientists can differ substantially even in 
cases when the knowledge base for these assessments has been commonly developed 
and agreed upon. The plurality of scientist’s positions has a number of reasons: For 
example, tacit knowledge on methodological and technical problems, knowledge about 
research groups, experimental experience, etc. plays a role in risk judgements. Also 
disciplinary and individual standards, quality measures and assessment bases of 
individual scientist vary (Fleischer et al. 2010). Moreover, risk frames of scientists may 
depend on the position in technological development phases. Scientists who are 
developing new nanotechnologies (upstream scientists) have risk frames different from 
scientists that later study the health effects of these technologies (downstream 
scientists). These risk and uncertainty frames are influenced by contrasting disciplinary 
backgrounds, information exposures, and interdisciplinary interactions (Powell 2007). 
 
On the other hand, expert statements within public dialogue events are more often than 
not understood as “the” scientific position, as undisputable truth by a significant number 
of participants.  
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On the professional side, scientists frequently point out the limitations in current methods 
of detection and characterization of MPNs, missing standard methods in hazard and 
exposure assessment as well as other limitations (for an elaborate overview see Chapter 
2 of the STOA NanoSafety Phase II Report, Deliverable 2). One can speculate that the 
presentation of these results and its potentially “alarming” conclusions also express the 
concerns of the respective scientists. Notably, those arguments are picked up by other 
stakeholders groups within the discussions around “nano” if it comes to EHS risks of 
MPNs and knowledge gaps concerning EHS risk assessment. In consequence, scientists 
wish a more differentiated picture of nanotechnology and nanoscience in this debate and 
more funding of the relevant research field to address the uncertainties. 
 
Since the knowledge base for many MPN EHS risks currently is only poor, it is hard for 
scientist to make reliable, evidence-based propositions. Thus, they have to recall on their 
own assessments which entails only very few positions that are generally agreed upon 
(for an elaborate overview see Chapter 2 of the STOA NanoSafety Phase II Report, 
Deliverable 2) – and a mutually shared position of the academia is missing. This situation 
probably won’t change in the near future for a number of reasons. One is that the 
selection of endpoints for nanotoxicological research is basically “analogy-driven”. This 
means that research on nanoparticle EHS hazards was and is mainly based on 
experiences from ultrafine airborne particles research (which partially explains why the 
uptake via the inhalation route is much better understood than uptake via the oral or the 
dermal routes). Furthermore, a significant body of publicly funded research appears to be 
science-driven rather than problem-oriented – which might have a reason in suboptimal 
selection and evaluation rules and procedures for this specific research topic.  
 
Beside universities and public research institutions, scientific committees and 
commissions like the Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly Identified Health 
Risks (SCENIHR), the scientific committee of the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA), 
European Committee for Standardisation (CEN), the British Royal Commission on 
Environmental Pollution (RCEP) and others are actively involved in the negotiations 
around “nano”.24 Furthermore, international organizations like the UNESCO’s World 
Commission on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology (COMEST), the 
International Standardisation Organization (ISO), the Food and Agricultural Organisation 
(FAO) and World Health Organisation (WHO) or the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) – mainly with its Committee on Science and 
Technology Policy (CSTP) dealing with the development of nanotechnology related 
indicators and the Committee for Chemical Safety’s Working Party on Manufactured 
Nanomaterials – are involved.25 In Germany, perhaps as a somewhat special case within 
Europe, one can find a number of independent (private not-for-profit) research institutes 
(e.g. the Oeko-Institut e.V. or the Institute for Ecological Economy Research (IÖW)) that 
contribute in stakeholder dialogues – however, rather on a national basis. These actors 
are actively involved in dialogue projects and other activities (e.g. reports, surveys) 
relevant for the “nanodebate” – contributing mostly by providing scientific input to the 
issues discussed (e.g. definition of nanomaterials, regulatory framework, research 
priorities) and promoting international coordination and cooperation. 
 

                                                 
24 For example: http://ec.europa.eu/health/scientific_committees/emerging/index_en.htm (SCENIHR), 
http://www.efsa.europa.eu/de/efsajournal/doc/958.pdf (EFSA Scientific Committee), 
http://www.cen.eu/cen/pages/default.aspx (CEN) and http://www.rcep.org.uk/novelmaterials.htm (RCEP) 
25 For an elaborate overview see the ObservatoryNano Report of April 2009, available at: 
http://www.observatorynano.eu/project/filesystem/files/annrep1responsibility1.pdf 
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Interestingly, the head offices of the large Research Technology & Development 
(RTD) organisations of the member states are so far only marginally engaged in the 
stakeholder dialogue events that already took place. However, they contributed (as 
public research bodies) to the negotiations on nanotechnology and nanoscience in an 
advisory function by contributing to national action plans and choosing priorities in 
(nanotechnology) research via funding programs. For example, the British Royal 
Academy published in 2004 one of the first studies concerning future developments 
initiated by nanoscience and nanotechnology and whether they raise or are likely to raise 
new ethical, health and safety or social issues which are not covered by current 
regulation.26 Or the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)which created in 2005 the 
“C’Nano IdF” regional programme Ile de France that aimed to support RTD nano sciences 
and nanotechnology projects, including Nanomedicine, through specific calls for projects 
and dedicated grants. Similar activities of public research bodies take place in other 
European nations.27 
 
 
Example: Stakeholder Dialogue of the German NanoKommission 

 
The positions of different stakeholders can be followed in greater detail in the reports of 
the German NanoKommission, a key dialogue panel of about 100 representatives from 
science (law, food chemistry, chemistry, engineering, environmental medicine, biological 
science, toxicology), industry associations ((VCI, BLL), individual companies (Evonik 
Degussa, BASF SE, Henkel), CSOs (BUND, vzbv), Trade unions (DGB, VDI) ministries 
(BMU, BMBF, BMG, BMAS, BfR, BMWi, BMELV) and authorities (UBA, BauA, BAM, LAUG). 
Its aim was to discuss potential benefits and risks, promoting sustainable innovations 
and responsible use of nanotechnologies facilitating a constructive dialogue of diverging 
interests. Besides the development of assessment criteria for opportunities and risk of 
nanomaterials, a prominent contribution was the very detailed documentation of 
positions and statements of the various experts and stakeholders with respect to actual 
regulatory tasks like a register for nanoproducts and labelling. Both the discussion in the 
preceding chapter as well as the table in chapter 4 extensively builds upon this material. 
The communication of the issues discussed from the German NanoKommission leads to 
transparency and information improvements. Despite of inconsistent and conflicting 
interests, there has been little polarization in the work of the commission. Since 2008, 
even the food industry has signalled its readiness to enter into the dialogue on the 
controversial issue of nanotechnology in food. The work of the NanoKommission was 
formally concluded after two phases in 2011 but will be continued within a different 
organisational framework.  

                                                 
26The British Royal Academy report is available at: http://www.nanotec.org.uk/index.htm 
27See the FramingNano Mapping Study on Regulation and Governance of Nanotechnologies (2009), available at: 
http://www.framingnano.eu/images/stories/FramingNanoMappingStudyFinal.pdf 
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Table 6: Information on the German NanoKommission (for an elaborate overview see 
Annex 1). 
 
Organisation Stakeholder commission on nanotechnologies (16 members in the 

first phase, 18 members in the second phase) 
Established by the Federal Environment Ministry, Nature Conservation 
and Nuclear Safety (BMU) 
Key dialogue panel within the Federal Government’s Nano-Initiative 
Central part of a national dialogue process: NanoDialogue (100 
representatives) 
Three working groups in the first phase (each of which comprises 
some 20 persons), four groups in the second phase 

Time 2006-2011 
2006-2008 first phase 
2009-2011 second phase 

Actors Environmental, consumer, women’s associations 
Science 
Business community, industry 
Trade unions 
Churches 
Ministries 
Authorities  

Special topics  First phase: 
 provide input to the public debate on the opportunities and risks of 

using nanotechnologies,  
 identify areas in which nanotechnologies can make a contribution 

to sustainable innovation  
 develop instruments for a responsible use of nanomaterials 
 
Second phase: 
 implementation of the 5 general principles for a responsible 

use of NM 
 guideline for the identification of benefits and risks of 

‘nanoproducts’ 
 criteria indicating concerns or no cause for concerns for the 

purposes of a preliminary risk assessment 
 opinion on regulatory requirements 
 recommendations for the development of the “green nano” 

concept 
Special results Report first dialog phase 2006 – 2008: 

http://www.bmu.de/chemikalien/nanotechnologie/nanodialog/doc/42
655.php 
Final report second dialog phase 2009 - 2011: 
http://www.bmu.de/chemikalien/nanotechnologie/nanodialog/doc/46
552.php 
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4. STYLIZED EXPECTATIONS 
 
Risk appraisal of nanomaterials is a multifaceted step in the entire risk governance 
framework. It consists of a – more or less - classic scientific risk assessment with respect 
to hazard or exposure and an assessment of concerns considering risk perceptions, social 
concerns and socio-economic impacts. These two elements usually include different 
actors and underlie different systemic views, methodologies and interpretations of the 
results. The challenge for the entire risk appraisal is the identification and understanding 
of the relations and mutual impacts of the different approaches.  
 
Chapter 2 gives a systematic analysis of the perceptions, expectations, concerns, 
opinions and attitudes of the general public with regard to nanotechnology and 
nanomaterials. From the results of different quantitative and qualitative methods it could 
be deduced that the main aspects of perceptions are the possible harm to environment, 
health and safety (EHS), the dealing with (scientific) uncertainty and general feelings like 
uneasiness or unnaturalness. Further, there are ethical and social concerns including 
access, privacy and patenting, the question of sufficient and adequate information and 
communication, the possibility of public participation in the decision making process and, 
after all, concerns about adequate regulatory measures. The identified single concerns 
arose from individual and private perspectives - that is to say that there should be no 
perceived hazard for individual persons and their environment. People in general were 
open-minded about improvements promised by - and expected benefits of – 
nanotechnology, as long as the concrete person has no obvious disadvantage. 
 
In chapter 3 it was shown how the different stakeholders pick up the main concerns 
expressed by members of the groups they represent, and how the various aspects are 
formed to specific combinations of concerns, considering priorities and abstractions of 
their specific motivations. They formulate requests and recommendations for further 
handling of risk and improvement of governance procedures, considering the raised 
concerns. Other stakeholders from industry and academia enter the negotiation scene 
actively with additional specific arguments, or are consulted by the stakeholders. In Table 
7,we have attempted to summarize the positions of the stakeholders, following a 
systematic that puts the main aspects of concerns expressed by the general public at the 
core. The reader should note that this is not without downsides: (a) the positions, 
already drawn from summaries or summaries of summaries, become rather stylized and 
important differentiations may get lost, (b) the relationship between the stakeholders 
and the societal spheres they (claim to) represent is matter of extensive debate. 
Notwithstanding these problems, we thought that this table could provide a quick insight 
for the urgent reader that might give an impression about gradual refinements of the 
system of concerns and the very complex situation, which bears controversies and 
potential conflicts. 
 
Finally, the question remains how these results could be intertwined with the procedures 
of political decision making and risk governance. Doubtless, there is no panacea for the 
“translation” of concerns into recommendations and concrete measures However, for 
framing possible aspects and balancing inputs from all actors, the described methods of 
the concern assessment are a first step and its results are recommended to be included 
in the decision making process. 
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Table 7: Summary and overview of the most prominent “stylized” positions of different 
stakeholder groups on the main issues in the “nanodebate”. 

Stake- 
              holder 
 

Issues 

CSO Academia Industry 

Specific 
objectives and 
motivations 

 Protection of workers, 
consumers and the 
environment. 

 Freedom of choice 
based on individual risk-
benefit-weighing. 

 Research Funding. 
 Evidence of results 
 Differentiated 

picture of 
nanotechnology. 

 Innovative and 
beneficial products 

 Competitiveness 
and economical 
growth 

 Acceptance of 
products 

EHS risks and 
uncertainty 

 Concerned about 
potential effects of 
MPNs on human health 
and the environment. 

 Concerned about 
existing uncertainties 
and insufficient 
knowledge base on 
exposure and hazard, 
life cycle assessment. 

 Call for an increase of 
safety research and 
(partial) moratorium for the 
marketing of certain 
products 

 Point out the 
results of their 
toxicological 
studies 
(Concerned?). 

 Lack of appro-
priate and 
standardized 
methods 

 Uncertainties are a 
matter of fact in 
new and emerging 
technologies. 
Filling the 
knowledge gaps 
takes time. 

 Call for an increase 
of research funding. 

 Claim that all 
products are fully 
assessed and 
found to be safe 
before entering 
the market 

 High standards of 
worker and 
environmental 
protection 

 All in the frame of 
“sustainable 
business risk”.  

 Development of risk 
assessment 
approaches and safe 
handling guidelines. 

Ethical and 
social concerns 

 Aspects like access, 
privacy, patenting, 
equity not yet 
addressed appropriate 

 Addressed at the 
utmost by social 
science and TA 
community. 

 Aspect addressed 
at in single risk 
assessment 
approaches 

Information 
and 
Communication 

 Available information is 
often unbalanced 
concerning risks and 
benefits 

 Communication of the 
industry perceived as 
insufficient 

 Unclear whether or not 
products contain MPNs 

 Mistrust the claims of 
the industry (e.g. 
“green nano” and safety 
claims). 

 Call for more 
transparency and 
information as well as 
product labelling and 
registries. 
 

 Addressed at the 
utmost by social 
science and TA 
community. 

 Support 
precautionary-oriented 
transparency. 

 Claim that 
information is 
sufficient and 
communication 
proactive. 

 Emphasise that 
their intellectual 
property rights 
and patents might 
be violated if more 
transparency 
becomes 
mandatory. 

 Transparency and 
labelling only for 
hazardous substances. 
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Stake- 
              holder 
 

Issues 

CSO Academia Industry 

Participation in 
the decision 
making process 

 Interests of the general 
public are important 
and therefore public 
stakeholders should not 
be excluded. 

 Too little participation 
realized yet. 

 Foster dialogues 
involving all stakeholders 
for equity of decision 
making and public 
participation. 

 Decision making 
process should be 
based on scientific 
arguments 

 Participatory 
events are 
interesting from 
the scientific point 
of view and may 
make a valuable 
contribution to the 
process 

 Support dialogues 
involving all 
stakeholders. 

 Role of 
stakeholder 
perspectives in the 
decision making 
process still to be 
discussed 

 Foster stakeholder 
dialogues - but public 
‘participation’ only 
with an informative 
character 

Governance 
and definition 

 Current legislatory 
framework is not 
sufficient and not nano-
specific 

 Precautionary principle 
has not been sufficiently 
taken into account 

 A harmonized, clear and 
enough broad definition 
is missing 

 Call for mandatory 
measures including a 
general labelling obligation 
and a harmonized 
traceability system. Some 
even call for a (temporary) 
moratorium. A broader 
scoped definition with 
regard to size, also 
including aggregates and 
agglomerates. 

 Governance issue 
addressed at the 
utmost by social 
science and TA 
community 

 Definition should 
be science based 

 Support for 
definition that is based 
on a defined narrow 
size scope with 
conditional exceptions 
(inclusion of 
aggregates and 
agglomerates) 

 Current legislatory 
framework is 
sufficient 

 Emphasise the 
importance of 
regulatory stability 

 Definition should 
be of narrow 
scope with regard 
to size and without 
a general inclusion 
of aggregates and 
agglomerates 

 Support voluntary 
measures like codes of 
conduct and guidelines 
for safe handling. Case 
by case decisions and 
assessment by 
scientific agencies that 
consider e.g. 
application conditions 
may be appropriate 
instruments.  
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ANNEX 1 
NanoJury - Public engagement on nanotechnologies (UK) 
 
Organisation Public engagement on nanotechnologies 

Policy, Ethics and Life Sciences Research Centre (PEALS), University 
of Newcastle; Greenpeace UK; The Guardian; and Cambridge 
University 

Time 06-07/2005,  
Two evenings a week for five weeks:  10 sessions 

Actors Citizens :15 randomly chosen people in a particular region of the UK 
(jury) 
Science (witnesses) 
Civil societies (sponsors) 
Government representatives (sponsors) 

General Task  Addressing social and ethical aspects in an early stage of an 
innovation process 

 Early stage of deliberation about the role of nanotechnologies 
 Opportunity for citizens to have a voice and presenting a non-

specialist perspective 
 Creating a space in which citizens can examine the hopes, 

aspirations, assumptions and fears 
 Contributions to EU projects on public engagement 

(Nanodialogue, Nanologue) 
 Improvement of education skills for participating scientists 

Special topics  First phase: Introduction, information of special topics: 
 General 
 Health 
 Energy 
 Information and communication technologies 
 
Second phase: Witness sessions, debate of jurors with witnesses 
and each other 
 
Third phase: Deliberation of the jury to draw up recommendations 
 
Fourth phase: UK government uses the recommendations for a 
wider public engagement strategy  

 
Special results Limitations: 

 Consideration of individual contexts and experiences may need a 
modified dialog concept 

 Participants are not encouraged to be politically active beyond 
the time-frame of the exercise itself 

 
Advantages: 
 Self-motivated, self-directed and self-sustained participation 

Recommendations  20 recommendations to different aspects: 
 
Governance of science and technology: 
 more open deliberation about science policy 
 greater public involvement in nanotechnology policy making 
 
Nanotechnology research priorities: 
 public funding should focus on long term problems that will may 

be addressed by business, especially health and environment 
 an aim should be to create good jobs 
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Openness and transparency: 
 labelling of nanotechnology products 
 more openness of research priorities 
 
Risks and regulation: 
 testing of manufactured nanomaterials before release 
 classification and testing of nanoparticles for safety as if they 

were new substances 
Debate situation A multi-stakeholder panel oversees the balance and fairness of the 

process 
A science advisory panel ensure accuracy and balance in the 
presented evidence 

Publications NanoJury report:  
http://www.frontiers-u.org/JPA/ethics/WP8%20NanoJury%20-
%20report.pdf  
NanoJury recommendations: 
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/files/pdfs/migrated/MultimediaFiles/L
ive/FullReport/7249.pdf 

 

French National Public Debate on Nanotechnology 
 
Organisation French National Public Debate on Nanotechnology: 

“portant sur les conditions de developpement et de regulation des 
nanotechnologies” 
Decided during the “Grenelle de l’Environnement” political process 
Organized centrally by the independent national commission CNDP 
(Commission particulière du débat public Nanotechnologies) 
geographical cutting associated with thematic cutting 

Time 15.10.2009 – 23.2.2010 
17 foreseen meetings 

Actors Science  
Business community, industry 
Environmental, consumer associations (Friends of the Earth, France 
nature environment, PMO) 
Government, Ministries (L’état, maître d’oeuvre) 
Trate Unions (Syndicats de travailleurs) 
National instituts of expertise (AFFSET, AFFSA, INERIS, INRS) 
Political acteurs and parties (les Verts) 
General public (last meetings only invited persons, general public is 
forbidden) 

General Task  at the end of the debate the government has the 
obligation to take a decision (kind of direct democracy) 

 General development options 
 Debate of a national extent with a very large scope: 

Multiplicity of the themes and multiplicity of the concerned 
geographical places 

Declared aims: (CNDP): 
 Information of the general public 
 Opportunity to give opinions 
 Presentation of general guidelines for governmental action  
 High level of transparency and equality 

Special topics   provide input to the public debate on the opportunities of using 
nanotechnologies (this question is not really opened) 

 cost/benefits analysis of applications 
Referred to CNDP: 
 scientific, technical, industrial and economic aspects 
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 health risks concerning workers, consumers and the general 
public 

 environmental risks concerning the whole life cycle of 
nanomaterials 

 impact on daily life and health 
 social impact, ethical questions, protection of the individual 

freedom, geopolitical balance 
 measures for controlling and regulation, governance of the 

development of nanotechnologies 
Special results Decisions according to the Grenelle 2 law are not yet made public 
Improvements 
and 
recommendations  

 Meeting on cosmetics in Orleans: exploration of problems 
 Numerous ethical issues of nanotechnologies have been 

addressed 
 AFFSET agency published a very critic report on the risk and 

uncertainties associated to 4 ‘nanoproducts’ 
Debate situation 
 

General problems of the debate design/methodology: 
 Limited time frame  
 “Big ignorance” of the population, need for a prior 

information 
 Poor public participation  
 Very strict budget (communication budget) 
 Different ministers lead the debate and complicated to 

identify a partner for discussion 
 Prior distinctions between experts and lay people 
 Prior written contributions from big actors for the first 

sessions of the debate 
 Preparatory document of the debate (Impossibility of a 

moratorium, narrow margin of decisions, top down 
information distribution) 

 The image of the debate as a purely formal exercise 
From 17 meeting, 7 were perturbated and 2 were cancelled  
Opponents more or less affiliated to the PMO association native of 
Grenoble: 
Global and total refusal of nano (political, social, symbolic), 
prevention of the debate, refuse a discussion 

Publications Doridot, F. (2010) 
Personal communication from R. Fries (2010, 2011), 
http://www.debatpublic-nano.org/debat/debat_public.html, 
http://www.debatpublic-nano.org/informer/bilan_debat.html 

 

Nano-Kommission (Germany) 
 
Organisation NanoKommission: stakeholder commission on nanotechnologies (16 

members in the first phase, 18 members in the second phase) 
Established by the Federal Environment Ministry, Nature 
Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU) 
Key dialogue panel within the Federal Government’s Nano-Initiative 
Central part of a national dialogue process: NanoDialogue (100 
representatives) 
Three working groups in the first phase (each of which comprises 
some 20 persons), four groups in the second phase 

Time 2006-2011 
2006-2008 first phase 
2009-2011 second phase 

Actors Science 
Business community, industry 
Environmental, consumer, women’s associations 
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Trade unions 
Churches 
Ministries 
Authorities 

General Task  Discussing the potential benefits and risks, in keeping with the 
precautionary principle, promoting sustainable innovations 

 Formulating recommendations to the Federal Government 
regarding the responsible use of these technologies 

 dialogue about the future of nanotechnologies including the 
social and ethical implications of the development and 
application of NM 

 Facilitate constructive dialogue despite diverging interests 
Special topics 
(working groups) 

First phase: 
 provide input to the public debate on the opportunities and risks 

of using nanotechnologies,  
 identify areas in which nanotechnologies can make a contribution 

to sustainable innovation  
 develop instruments for a responsible use of nanomaterials 
 
Second phase: 
 implementation of the 5 general principles for a 

responsible use of NM 
 guideline for the identification of benefits and risks of 

‘nanoproducts’ 
 criteria indicating concerns or no cause for concerns for 

the purposes of a preliminary risk assessment 
 opinion on regulatory requirements 
 recommendations for the development of the “green 

nano” concept 
Special results  review of the voluntary commitment of the principles by industry 

and authorities: 
a disappointing general balance but also successfully results 
(BASF SE, DBUV, VdL, BAuA) 

 development of assessment criteria for opportunities and risks of 
NM and ‘nanoproducts’: 
criteria for a preliminary assessment: 
the system is the basis for appropriate measures in accordance 
with the precautionary principle in a two-tiered process 
'No cause for concern-Criteria' : indications that NM are 
either firmly bound in matrices, or that they rapidly lose their 
potentially problematic nano-properties, e.g. through good 
solubility or rapid degradability. 
'Concern-Criteria' : indications of an expected high level of 
exposure (to the point of irretrievability), potential problematic 
effects and also problems with providing evidence for and the 
tracing of released NM 

 analysis of the existing regulatory framework and statements to 
actual tasks like product register and labelling: 
common recommendations and also requests from different parts 
of the stakeholders, the different opinions were compared in a 
table  

Improvements 
and 
recommendations  

 to a more discerning societal debate in Germany 
 communication to the wider public 
 international debate on the regulation on NM 
 transparency and information improvements (knowledge 

base of the general public to be seen in eurobarometer studies) 
 greater involvement of the private sector from the field of NM 

users 
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 proposed 'three category system', including the 'Concern-
Criteria' and 'No cause for Concern-Criteria', as a preliminary 
point of reference for businesses and risk-evaluating authorities, 
the commission recommends the constitution of a helpdesk (at 
the level of authorities) and adjustment with the swiss 
“Precautionary Matrix for Synthetic Nanomaterials” 

 The NanoKommission recommends that business entities – 
manufacturers and users – implement the principles paper for 
responsible use of nanomaterials in their businesses 

 Significant increase of funding of risk and accompanying 
research 

 Review and optional revision of the European regulatory 
framework 

 Integration and further development of the assessment criteria 
for opportunities and risks of NM (research or consulting project) 

 Increasing practical tests of the assessment criteria 
 Continuation of the dialogue with the involved stakeholders 

Debate situation There has been little polarization – especially in the areas of 
application where dialogue took place early on, such as in the 
chemical and cosmetic industries. But it has also become clear that 
unanswered questions emerging from society need to be addressed 
transparently. Since 2008 even the food industry has signalled its 
readiness to enter into dialogue on the controversial issue of 
nanotechnology in food 

Statements Minister Röttgen (2011): 
He strongly supports stepping up research into risks and establishing 
a European nanoproduct register 
http://www.bmu.de/pressemitteilungen/aktuelle_pressemitteilungen
/pm/46972.php 

Publications Report first dialog phase 2006 – 2008: 
http://www.bmu.de/chemikalien/nanotechnologie/nanodialog/doc/4
2655.php 
Final report second dialog phase 2009 - 2011: 
http://www.bmu.de/chemikalien/nanotechnologie/nanodialog/doc/4
6552.php 
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ANNEX 2 
Dialogue events concerning nanotechnology and/or nanomaterials 
in Europe (EU and Switzerland) 

Transnational Dialogue Projects in Europe 

Title: EuroNanoForum 

Country: EU  
Duration: Since 2003 (ongoing) 
Organizer: EU Commission  
Short Info: The event takes place every two years and is organized by the EC and 

the member country that holds the EU Presidency at this time. The 
conference program consists of lectures, workshops and exhibits to 
engage the public through communicative activities.  

Documentation: For more information about each EuroNanoForum events can be found 
on the website of current event: http://www.euronanoforum2011.eu/ 

 

Title: NANOLOGUE 
Country: EU (Germany, Switzerland, UK) 
Duration: 02/2005-10/2006 
Organizer: EU Commission  

coordinated by the Wuppertal Institute, Wuppertal/Germany 
Short Info: EU funded specific support actions (FP6). Aimed to facilitate the dialogue 

between research, business and the civil society to improve the quality 
of life, create wealth and reduce impacts to society. Part of the project 
were: 

 identification of the benefits and potential ethical, legal and social 
impacts of NT applications by drawing from international projects, 
studies and expertise; 

 an expert dialogue board and a series of stakeholder interviews 
and workshops; 

 foresight studies will demonstrate 3 plausible and realistic futures 
(scenarios). 

Documentation: Documentation available at the project homepage (www.nanologue.net). 
Project description: 
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP6_PROJ&ACTION=D&DOC=3&
CAT=PROJ&QUERY=01213f372fd0:13f7:29534e4f&RCN=74431 

 

Title: NANO DIALOGUE 
Country: EU (Spain, Belgium, France, Estonia, Portugal, Sweden, Germany, UK, 

Italy)  
Duration: 03/2005-02/2007 
Organizer: EU Commission  

coordinated by the Fondazione IDIS-Citta della Scienza (IDIS), 
Coroglio/Italy 

Short Info: EU funded specific support actions (FP6). Aimed to enhance the dialogue 
on nanotechnologies and nanosciences in society at the European level. 
The project aimed firstly at providing information and raising awareness 
among the general public on the last developments of research in this 
field. Secondly, at implementing social dialogue between the research 
community, citizens and other social actors in order to identify main 
issues and expectations from these groups. Part of the project were: 

 the production of a web site including specific tools for collecting 
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data on citizens expectations;  
 the production of 8 exhibition modules and the organisation of 

exhibitions and events in 8 participating countries during 6 
months at least;  

 the organisation of a participatory workshop with the involvement 
of scientists, decision makers and stakeholders who'll work 
together to elaborate a common synopsis for communication 
tools;  

 a European Conference targeted to relevant experts, decision 
makers and stakeholders in order to define scientific guidelines. 

Documentation: No documentation available since the project homepage 
(www.nanodiologue.org) is not present any longer; Project description: 
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP6_PROJ&ACTION=D&DOC=1&
CAT=PROJ&QUERY=01213f372fd0:13f7:29534e4f&RCN=74979 

 

Title: Nanobiotechnology: Responsible Action on Issues in Society and 
Ethics (NANOBIO-RAISE) 

Country: EU (the Nederlands, UK, Sweden, Belgium and Germany) 
Duration: 11/2005-10/2007 
Organizer: EU commission  

coordinated by the Technische Universiteit Delft, Delft/The Nederlands 
Short Info: EU funded specific support actions (FP6). The overall aim of this project 

is firstly, to anticipate the societal and ethical issues likely to arise as 
nanobiotechnologies develop and, secondly, to use the lessons from the 
European GM debate to respond pro-actively and responsibly to the 
probable public, media and political concerns. The project will implement 
these objectives by means of inter alia an expert group, on-line forum & 
bibliographic database, horizon scanning workshops, public opinion focus 
group discussions , ethics & public communication courses for 
nanobiotechnologists, and briefing papers for specific audiences, ethics 
lecturers. 

Documentation: Documentation available at the project homepage (www.nanobio-
raise.org). Project description: 
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP6_PROJ&ACTION=D&DOC=1&
CAT=PROJ&QUERY=0131154c46ed:6875:57c0f322&RCN=78556 

 

Title: Comparative Challenge of Nanomaterials (CONANO) 
Country: Switzerland, Austria and Germany 
Duration: 2005-2007 (no detailed information) 
Organizer: Ciba Specialty Chemicals Inc., Switzerland; Novartis International AG, 

Switzerland; Öko-Institut e.V., Freiburg/Germany; Österreichisches 
Ökologie Institut, Bregenz/Austria; coordinated by the Stiftung Risiko-
Dialog, St. Gallen/Switzerland 

Short Info: Comparative risk-benefit analysis of degradable and non-degradable 
nano-delivery systems to conventional micro-delivery systems used in 
pharmaceutical and cosmetic applications. The project sees itself as a 
proactive dialogue project that examine together with the stakeholders 
whether the use of new nanomaterials causes specific risks which are 
unknown for the well-documented micro-delivery systems. 

Documentation: Final report available at 
http://www.ecology.at/files/berichte/E11.565.pdf. 

 

Title: Deepening Ethical Engagement and Participation in Emerging 
Nanotechnologies (DEEPEN) 

Country: EU (UK, the Nederlands, Portugal and Germany) 
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Duration: 10/2006-09/2009 
Organizer: EU Commission  

coordinated by the Durham University, Durham/UK 
Short Info: EU funded specific support actions (FP6). The project will focus 

specifically on two areas of nanotechnology development: the 
development of nano-sensors, and their potential to become integrated 
within consumer goods, medical devices and so on; and the field of 
nanobiotechnology, and its promise of investigating the machinery of 
life. The domain areas chosen are representative both of two distinct 
approaches to nanotechnology, and as sites of innovation activity seen 
as most likely to engender ethical concern. The project consortia will 
inter alia organise a series of deliberative fora in which citizens, 
stakeholders, experts and decision-makers can develop convergent and 
divergent understandings of the social and ethical ramifications of 
nanotechnology. 

Documentation: Documentation available at the project homepage 
(www.geography.dur.ac.uk/Projects/Default.aspx?alias=www.geography
.dur.ac.uk/projects/deepen). Project description: 
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP6_PROJ&ACTION=D&DOC=1&
CAT=PROJ&QUERY=013115333385:43c5:5c76770a&RCN=84695 

 

Title: EC “Nanotechnologies Safety for Success Dialogue: The Food, 
Consumer, and Health Policy Perspective” 

Country: EU (takes place in Brussels, Belgium)  
Duration: Since 10/2007 (ongoing) 
Organizer: Directorate General on Health and Consumer Protection (DG SANCO) of the EU 

commission  
Short Info: Already in 2004 DG SANCO held a workshop on “Nanorisks” and since 2007 an 

annual dialogue event concerning food, consumer and health perspectives was 
organized in form of stakeholder meetings. 

Documentation: Reports and documentation are available. Links: 
http://ec.europa.eu/health/ph_risk/documents/ev_20040301_en.pdf and 
http://ec.europa.eu/health/nanotechnology/events/ev_20071025_en.htm, 
http://ec.europa.eu/health/nanotechnology/events/ev_20081002_en.htm, 
http://ec.europa.eu/health/nanotechnology/events/ev_20091103_en.htm as 
well as 
http://ec.europa.eu/health/nanotechnology/events/ev_20110329_links_en.htm 

 

Title: Development of a platform for deliberative processes on 
nanotechnology in the European consumer market (NANOPLAT) 

Country: EU+Turkey (UK, Belgium, Germany, Norway, Hungary, Turkey) 
Duration: 03/2008-08/2009 
Organizer: EU Commission  

coordinated by Statens Institutt for Forbruksforskning, Oslo/Norway 
Short Info: The main idea is to develop a platform for deliberative processes on 

Nano-science and Nanotechnology (NS&T) in the European consumer 
market. It will concentrate on deliberative processes concerning human 
and environmental safety, ethical and moral dilemmas, and perceptions 
of risks and responsibilities as revealed through a focus on the market 
interfaces across the value chain of consumer goods. Consumers, 
citizens and their organisations could be the most important 
stakeholders in the diffusion process of nano-products in Europe and 
beyond. The main goal is to evaluate and stimulate the deliberate 
dialogue, and give scientific support and evaluation to the stakeholders 
responsible for this dialogue in Europe, both at the EU and national 
level. 
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Documentation: Documentation available at the project homepage (www.nanoplat.org). 
Project description: 
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP7_PROJ_DE&ACTION=D&DOC
=1&CAT=PROJ&QUERY=0131234f3e99:8209:59174773&RCN=88433 

 

Title: International multi-stakeholder dialogue platform framing the 
responsible development of nanosciences and nanotechnologies 
(NS&T) (FRAMINGNANO) 

Country: EU (Italy, Switzerland, UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, Czech Republic) 
Duration: 05/2008-02/2010 
Organizer: EU Commission  

coordinated by Associacione Italiana per la Ricerca Industrial, 
Rome/Italy 

Short Info: EU funded specific support actions (FP7). Included a mapping study on 
regulation and governance of nanotechnologies as well as a multi 
stakeholder dialogue platform framing the responsible development of 
nanosciences and nanotechnologies. 

Documentation: Documentation available at the project homepage 
(www.framingnano.eu). Project description: 
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP7_PROJ_DE&ACTION=D&DOC
=1&CAT=PROJ&QUERY=013115096a40:2974:563a07cb&RCN=89673 

 

Title: CEFIC Dialogue Project “Enabling Responsible Innovations of 
Nanotechnologies” 

Country: EU (no detailed information available) 
Duration: 06/2008 (one-off) 
Organizer: European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC) (Industry) 
Short Info: Goal of this stakeholderdialogue was the integration of different national 

stakeholder on EU level.  In preparation of the dialogue the Stiftung 
Risiko-Dialog St. Gallen conducted interviews with CEFIC members of 
five European countries in order to identify common interests as well as 
differences. Further, CEFIC-internal emphases were defined and 
discussed with external stakeholders in a workshop and panel discussion 
involving politicians, regulators, scientists, NGO and industry 
representatives. 

Documentation: Documentations and proceedings partially available: 
http://www.cefic.org/Policy-Centre/Environment--
health/Nanomaterials/nanomaterials-Dialogue-with-the-public-/ 

 

Title: CIAA Nanotechnology Dialogue 
Country: EU (no detailed information available) 
Duration: Since 09/2008 (ongoing) 
Organizer: Confederation of the food and drink industries (CIAA) of the EU 

(Industry) 
Short Info: CIAA has created its own Stakeholder Dialogue Group which held its 

first public “mini” dialogue with members of the Food Safety Platform, 
comprising key players from the food chain including retailers, 
consumers, Friends of the Earth and various representatives from 
several European Commission DG’s in September 2008. The group 
discussed possible current and future uses of nanotechnologies in a 
constructive atmosphere. The second meeting (spring 2009) focused on 
regulatory aspects of the use of nanotechnologies in the food sector, 
while the third meeting (spring 2010) had a rather wide scope. 

Documentation: Documentation and reports are partially available. Link: 
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http://nanotechnology.ciaa.eu/asp/index.asp?doc_id=182 
 

Title: Nanomedicine ethical, regulatory, social and economic 
environment (NANOMED ROUND TABLE) 

Country: EU (the Netherlands, France, Germany and UK) 
Duration: 01/2009-06/2010 
Organizer: EU Commission  

coordinated by Technische Universiteit Delft, Delft/the Netherlands 
Short Info: The fundamental objective of this Round Table exercise is to respond 

substantially to the need for genuine engagement and involvement of 
all the key stakeholders (public and private) in the nanomedical field in 
preparing the groundwork for optimised and collective decision-making 
at the European level. 

Documentation: Documentation available at the project homepage 
(www.nanomedroundtable.org). Project description: 
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP7_PROJ_DE&ACTION=D&DOC
=1&CAT=PROJ&QUERY=013119bef469:fe4c:5c0ebc39&RCN=88912 

 

Title: Tools to increase mass engagement for nanotechnology (TIME 
FOR NANO) 

Country: EU+Turkey (Italy, UK, Belgium, France, Germany, Finland, Portugal, 
Poland and Turkey) 

Duration: 02/2009-07/2011 
Organizer: EU Commission  

coordinated by the Fondazione IDIS-Citta della Scienza (IDIS), 
Coroglio/Italy 

Short Info: EU funded specific support actions (FP7). The Time for Nano Project 
aims at engaging the general public, with a special attention to young 
people, on benefits and risks related to nanoscale research, 
engineering and technology, through specific informal education 
products. 
Science centers in partnering countries will organize “Nanodays”, 
events with demonstrations, experiments, games, meetings and 
discussions about nanotechnology. 

Documentation: Documentation available at the project homepage 
(www.timefornano.eu). Project description:  
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP7_PROJ_DE&ACTION=D&DOC
=1&CAT=PROJ&QUERY=0131150cf340:33f3:57f9ae6d&RCN=91054 

 

Title: Nanosciences live in science centres and museums 
(NANOTOTOUCH) 

Country: EU (Estonia, Italy, Sweden, Belgium and Germany) 
Duration: 03/2009-08/2011 
Organizer: EU Commission  

coordinated by the Deutsches Museum, Munich/Germany 
Short Info: EU funded specific support actions (FP7). The project aims to create 

innovative environments for the broad public to learn about and to 
discuss nano research by directly involving the actors of research 
themselves by taking the laboratory environment and the research 
work out of enclosed academic campuses and relocating them right in 
the midst of the public in science museums and science centres. Three 
science museums and three science centres will closely cooperate with 
local university partners to create three permanent Open Nano Lab 
locations (in Munich, Milan and Gothenburg) and three Nano 
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Researcher Live areas (in Mechelen, Tartu and Naples). In these places 
the visitors will experience live the day-to-day practices and processes 
of nano research conducted by young scientists in a peer-to-peer 
dialogue on an equal basis between lay public and nano-researchers. 

Documentation: Documentation available at the project homepage 
(www.nanototouch.eu). Project description: 
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP7_PROJ_DE&ACTION=D&DOC
=1&CAT=PROJ&QUERY=013115119bc0:acf6:55fca539&RCN=91053 

 

Title: Communicating nanotechnology to European youth (NANOYOU) 
Country: EU+Israel (France, Denmark, Belgium, Austria, Spain, UK and Israel) 
Duration: 04/2009-06/2011 
Organizer: EU Commission  

coordinated by ORT Israel, Tel-Aviv/Israel 
Short Info: EU funded specific support actions (FP7). The project will design and 

undertake a communication and outreach program in nanotechnology 
(NT) aimed at European youth. The project aims to reach 11-18 year 
olds through school programs in at least 20 states and young adults 
aged 19-25 in science centres. The project includes inter alia virtual 
dialogues, card games and role playing to introduce the different 
existing views on nanotechnologies (NT) and inspire reflections on NT 
development, taking into account ethical, legal and social implications. 
Participants may discuss their opinion with their classmates and share 
them with other participants online. 

Documentation: Documentation available at the project homepage (www.nanoyou.eu). 
Project 
description:http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP7_PROJ_DE&ACTI
ON=D&DOC=1&CAT=PROJ&QUERY=01311520eb03:536b:6d516432&R
CN=90459 

 

Title: The Ethical GovernAnce of emergIng technologieS – New 
Governance Perspectives for Integrating Ethics into Technical 
Development Projects and Applications (EGAIS) 

Country: EU (Belgium, Italy, UK, France, Slovenia) 
Duration: 05/2009 – 04/2011 
Organizer: EU Commission  

coordinated by Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, CETIF, Milano/Italy 
Short Info: EGAIS will investigate ethical governance in EU research projects with 

the goal of providing a framework for improved governance 
mechanisms that will address potential ethical issues arising from new 
and emerging technologies such as nanotechnology. Guidelines will 
emerge from the following steps: empirical analysis (of ethical 
governance measures within EU-funded projects), classification of 
existing projects based on their ethical governance models and 
interpretation, application of theoretical outcomes to different 
technological domains to catalogue deficiencies in ethical governance 
mechanisms (portability of the problem), and production of guidelines 
for concretely embedding ethics in projects in any EU technological 
development practices (portability of the solution). EGAIS will collect 
feedback from key stakeholders (EU policymakers, project leaders, 
academia, etc.) through a series of workshops and dissemination 
activities will include the industry and civil society. 

Documentation: No documentation yet. Project homepage: http://www.egais-
project.eu/ 
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Dialogue Projects in Austria 

Title: “Nanotechnologie im Risiko:dialog” 
Country: Austria 
Duration: 09/2007-10/2008 
Organizer: Federal Environment Agency Austria and Radio Austria 1 
Short Info: The designed dialogues to risk issues of nanotechnology (NT) with potential 

impact on Environment, technology, economics and health. Therefore the 
initiative invites(1) citizens and (2) representatives from academia, 
government, business, NGOs and other stakeholders to dialogue events -  
to identify the concerns and needs regarding communicate of the dialogue 
partners, to find cornerstones of design options for the communication to 
NT, to identify and explore how communication between experts and 
consumers can succeed with their different views on risks. 

Documentation: Report available: 
http://www.umweltbundesamt.at/fileadmin/site/publikationen/REP0192.pdf 

 

Title: Austrian Nano Platform (“Themenplattform Nanotechnologie”) 
Country: Austria 
Duration: Since 2008 (ongoing) 
Organizer: The relevant Austrian ministries (especially health, environment, 

consumer protection, occupational health, innovation, science) and the 
AGES (Agency for Food Safety), the Federal Environment Office and 
several scientific institutions. 

Short Info: A platform to bring relevant ministries, social partner organizations, 
experts and NGOs together to build up a Austrian information platform. 

Documentation: No documentation available. Some information at 
www.nanotrust.ac.at. 

 

Dialogue Projects in Belgium 

Title: Nanotechnology Festival Flanders “Nano Nu” 
Country: Belgium 
Duration: 02/2006-12/2007 
Organizer: Flemish Parliament 
Short Info: A public 'festival' of 2 days which took place 9 and 10 November 2007 

about the use and the consequences of nanotechnology and 
nanoscience, including multiple activities, cultural and scientific, artistic 
and lectures, etc. 

Documentation: No documentation available. Project details at 
http://www.samenlevingentechnologie.be/ists/en/projects/allprojects/n
anotechnologyfestival.html.  

 

Title: Nanotechnology in Tomorrow’s Society (NanoSoc) 
Country: Belgium 
Duration: 2004-2010 
Organizer: Institute for the Promotion of Innovation by Science and Technology in 

Flanders (IWT) and Flemish Intitute for Science and Technology 
Assessment (viWTA). 

Short Info: The NanoSoc project consists of four interactive exercises: 1. First, 
both nanoresearchers and citizens started to try and imagine different 
nanofutures. 2. Next, panels of scientists and citizens imagined 
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themselves living in these nanofutures, asking themselves what it 
would be like. 3. Subsequently, stakeholder organizations tried, by 
means of a forum, to find out how social needs and concerns can find 
their way onto the research agenda; the main issue dealt with the 
organization of co-responsibility. 4. Finally, a method was tested to 
draw up a roadmap for nanotechnology research. Such a roadmap need 
not have the ambition to predict the future, an impossible task in this 
early stage of the research. However, in order to adequately prepare 
for the future, it should assist nanoresearchers in: matching public 
challenges with available expertise and vice versa; assessing 
alternative research paths on their feasibility (scientific effectiveness) 
and desirability (quality of life); orchestrating all the knowledge and 
perspectives in a timely manner. 

Documentation: Documentation 
(http://www.nanosoc.be/Pub/Final%20Report%20NanoSoc%20Navigat
ing%20in%20Nanospace%20Presentation%20of%20an%20integrated
%20roadmap_ENG.pdf) and scientific report 
(http://www.nanosoc.be/Pub/Nanotechnologies%20for%20Tomorrows
%20Society%20ICNT.pdf) available 

 

Dialogue Projects in Denmark 

Title: Citizens’ Attitudes Towards Nanotechnology Survey (“Borgeres 
holdninger til nanoteknolgi”) 

Country: Denmark 
Duration: 06/2004 (one-off) 
Organizer: Danish Board of Technology, Copenhagen/Denmark 
Short Info: To gauge public perceptions of, and attitudes to, nanotechnologies 29 

citizens from the Copenhagen area took part in a series of group 
interviews and completed a questionnaire. 

Documentation: Final report in Danish only 
(http://www.tekno.dk/pdf/projekter/p04_nanoteknologi.pdf). Project 
details available: 
http://tekno.dk/subpage.php3?article=1093&language=uk&category=1
1&toppic=kategori11 

 

Dialogue Projects in France 

Title: Nanomode 
Country: France 
Duration: 01-06/2006 
Organizer: VivAgora 
Short Info: The project aimed to inform the public and generate wider awareness 

about nanotechnologies (NT), stimulate debate about NT (the first 
series of events of its kind in France) and to identify potential problems 
and solutions related to NT. Therefore, a deliberative public debate, 
which took place over six meetings over 6 months. More than 100 
people attended every meeting. At every meeting, scientists and other 
experts gave evidence on different aspects of NT (e.g. technological, 
social, or economic); a mediator was present to facilitate discussions. A 
report was published on every debate, and the project concluded with 
a series of recommendations based on the debates. Both the 
Nanomode and Nanoviv projects concluded with a conference in Paris, 
France, in June, 2007. 

Documentation: Project detail available only in French 
(http://www.vivagora.org/rubrique.php3?id_rubrique=31).  
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Title: Nanoviv 
Country: France 
Duration: 09-12/2006 
Organizer: VivAgora with assistance from the Centre for Scientific and Technical 

Culture 
Short Info: The project aimed to inform the public and generate wider awareness 

about nanotechnologies (NT), stimulate debate about NT and to 
identify potential problems and solutions related to NT. Therefore, six 
meetings, all about two and a half hours, over three months took place 
in the same mode as Nanomode. Both the Nanomode and Nanoviv 
projects concluded with a conference in Paris, France, in June, 2007. 

Documentation: Project detail available only in French (http://nanoviv.hautetfort.com/).  
 

Title: “Nanotechnologies: le point sur les débats, the orientations 
pour demain” 

Country: France 
Duration: 03/2007 
Organizer: Cité Des Sciences on behalf of the French Ministry of Higher Education 

and Research and the Industry Ministry 
Short Info: Under the title "Nanotechnologies: le point sur les débats, the 

orientations pour demain" (in English, "Nanotechnologies: state of the 
discussion, directions for the future") created Cité Des Sciences a study 
on perception and assessment of nanotechnology from the perspective 
of key players. Participants discussed in advance of public debates with 
citizens' representatives, union and association members and members 
of different groups of experts recommendations, expectations and 
questions on nanotechnology. Finally comments from experts were 
made. The final report provides an overview of key issues on 
nanotechnologies in France. 

Documentation: Project details (http://www.universcience.fr/fr/conferences-du-
college/programme/c/1239026844932/nanotechnologies-le-point-sur-
les-debats/p/1239022827697/) and report (http://www.cite-
sciences.fr/english/ala_cite/exhibitions/nanotechnologies/debat-
nanotechnologies/pdf_cahiers/nano-parpage.pdf) available only in 
French 

 

Title: “Nanoforum PERMANENT” 
Country: France 
Duration: Since 06/2007 (ongoing) 
Organizer: Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers (CNAM), Journal of the 

Environment (JDLE) and VivAgora 
Short Info: In the focus of the project are health, environmental and social aspects 

(advantages and disadvantages) of nanotechnology and nanomaterials. 
The meetings based on an original methodology and have been 
implemented on the request of the inter-ministerial Committee on 
Nanotechnology, in conjunction with the Directorate General of Health. 

Documentation: Documentation available but only in French 
(http://www.vivagora.org/spip.php?rubrique56).  

 

Title: “Commission particulière du débat public Nanotechnologies” 
(CNDP) 

Country: France 
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Duration: 2009-2010 
Organizer: French Government 
Short Info: Public debate on the general options in the development and regulation 

of nanotechnologies. 
Documentation: Documentation available but only in French on the project homepage 

(http://www.debatpublic-nano.org/).  
 

Dialogue Projects in Germany 

Title: Dresden Citizens Dialogue on Nanotechnology 
Country: Germany 
Duration: 05/2004 (one-off) 
Organizer: German Hygiene Museum in Dresden and Risk Dialogue Foundation St. 

Gallen 
Short Info: Two civil-dialogues on opportunities and risks of nanotechnology that 

includes experts from science, NGOs and industry. The citizens saw a 
whole lot more opportunities than risks and wanted by authorities and 
companies a better networked information, sustainable jobs and 
anchor the appropriate safety measures. 

Documentation: Documentation partially available. Link: http://www.risiko-
dialog.ch/Themen/Nanotechnologie/dialoge/298?itemid=76 

 

Title: “nanoTruck – Treffpunkt Nanowelten” 
Country: Germany 
Duration: Since 2004 (ongoing) 
Organizer: Federal Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF) Germany 
Short Info: The mobile dialogue initiative on nanotechnology of the BMBF 

"nanoTruck - Meeting Nano Worlds" brings technology from the 
laboratories of science directly to the people. The aim of the initiative is 
to inform the public early about the opportunities and potential risks of 
nanotechnology, to promote their ideas and give new perspectives for 
a successful career in an exciting and promising field of technology. 

Documentation: Project details on the project homepage (http://www.nanotruck.de/), 
but little documentation available. 

 

Title: VCI Dialogue Series “Nano im Dialog” und “Forum Zukunft: 
Nano” 

Country: Germany 
Duration: Since 2005 – 2008 (to be continued?) 
Organizer: German Chemical Industry Association (VCI) 
Short Info: The German Chemical Industry Association feels that it is vital to 

discuss the opportunities but also potential risks openly and in time as 
well as to ensure transparency. Therefore, they initiate their own series 
of events seeking the dialogue with interested groups. 

Documentation: Documentation partially available. Links: 
https://www.vci.de/Themen/Chemikaliensicherheit/Nanomaterialien/Se
iten/VCI-Veranstaltungen-im-Ueberblick-Nano-im-Dialog-.aspx#, 
http://www.risiko-dialog.ch/images/RD-
Media/PDF/Themen/Nanotechnologie/VCI_Dialogdokumentation_2005.
pdfund http://www.risiko-dialog.ch/images/RD-
Media/PDF/Themen/Nanotechnologie/VCI_Dialogdokumentation_2007.
pdf 
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Title: Dialogue on Nanoparticles 
Country: Germany 
Duration: 09/2006 (one-off) 
Organizer: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear 

Safety  (BMU) Germany 
Short Info: Identification and evaluation of the environmental and health hazards 

posed by nanoparticles in a stakeholder dialogue. 
Documentation: Documentation available: http://www.dialog-

nanopartikel.de/downloads_en.html 
 

Title: BMU NanoDialog in the framework of the German 
NanoKommission 

Country: Germany 
Duration: 10/2006-01/2011 
Organizer: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear 

Safety  (BMU) Germany 
Short Info: The "NanoKommission" – a stakeholder commission on 

Nanotechnologies (NT) – was established by the BMU at the end of 
2006, in the framework of the Federal Government's High-Tech 
Strategy. The NanoKommission's efforts are structured as dialogue 
between stakeholders: representatives of environmental and consumer 
organisations, unions, the science sector, industry and government 
(ministries, federal authorities), working in an ongoing process, discuss 
their various positions and assessments of specific issues in the area of 
NT. 

Documentation: Project details and report at a homepage of the BMU in German 
(http://www.bmu.de/chemikalien/nanotechnologie/nanodialog/doc/372
62.php) and English available 
(http://www.bmu.de/english/nanotechnology/nanodialog/doc/37402.ph
p).  

 

Title: Dialogue event “Chancen nutzen – Risiken managen. Weichen 
stellen für eine nachhaltige Nanotechnologie“ 

Country: Germany 
Duration: 05/2006 (one-off) 
Organizer: econsense - Forum Nachhaltige Entwicklung der Deutschen Wirtschaft e. 

V.  
Short Info: The stakeholder dialogue brought representatives from industry, politic 

and science together to inform and discuss about political and social 
framework for sustainable utilization of nanotechnology. 

Documentation: Only little documentation available. Link: 
http://www.econsense.de/_veranstaltungen/060510.asp 

 

Title: Workshop “NanoKommunikation für KMU” 
Country: Germany 
Duration: 05/2006 (one-off) 
Organizer: Hessian Ministry of Economics, Transportation, Urban and Regional 

Development 
Short Info: The workshop was designed and moderated by the Stiftung Risiko-

Dialog St. Gallen for small and medium-sized enterprises with the aim 
to give them the chance to ask and discuss with representatives of 
science, big industry and press about key factors of successful 
communication about nanotechnology. The results of the workshop 
contribute to a guideline for communication of risks and benefits of 
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nanotechnology.  
Documentation: The result is available. Link: http://www.hessen-

nanotech.de/dynasite.cfm?dssid=343&dsmid=10927#dstitle_67704 
 

Title: “Verbraucherkonferenz zur Wahrnehmung der Nanotechnologie 
in den Bereichen Lebensmittel, Kosmetika und Textilien“ 

Country: Germany 
Duration: Sep-Nov 2006 
Organizer: Independent Institute for Environmental Issues (UfU) and Institute for 

Ecological Economy Research (IÖW), founded by Federal Institute for 
Risk Assessment (BfR) (Politic) 

Short Info: A group of 18 consumers from Berlin and Brandenburg were chosen from 
a pool of 6000 people to express their perspectives on chances and risks 
of nanotechnology in the frame of a consensus or citizens' conference, a 
method us in this context the first time. The participants were prepared 
for this topic and had the chance to discuss their questions with experts. 
The focus lay on nanotechnology application for food, cosmetic and 
textiles. Subsequent to an expert hearing, the results were presented to 
representatives of politics, ministries and associations in form of a 
“consumers vote”. 

Documentation: Detailed documentation and results available. Links: 
http://www.bfr.bund.de/cd/8551,http://www.bfr.bund.de/cm/220/verbr
auchervotum_zur_%20nanotechnologie.pdf  sowie 
http://www.bfr.bund.de/cm/232/nanotechnologie_ergebnisse_der_erste
n_ deutschen_verbraucherkonferenz.pdf 

 

Title: Annual Congress 2006 "Hessen im Dialog: Nano - hier kommt die 
Zukunft“ 

Country: Germany 
Duration: Nov 2006 
Organizer: Hessian state governments (Politics) 
Short Info: At this annual congress about 1800 listened to 50 talks given by 

representatives from politic, science, industry and NGOs. Further, five 
different nano-topics were open for discussions in the plenum. 

Documentation: Documentation beside some general information in German is not 
longer available (online). Link: 
http://www.stk.hessen.de/irj/HStK_Internet? 
cid=62b3cff9ec53971d6e215e6f7f3e81a9 

 

Title: “NanoCare Bürgerdialoge” 
Country: Germany 
Duration: 2006-2009 
Organizer: Joint scientific project “NanoCare“, founded by the German Federal 

Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) (Science) 
Short Info: The joint (science and industry) project NanoCare was established in 

order to gain new scientific insights into the effects of manufactured 
nanoparticles on the environment and human health and to 
communicate these effects to the public. During the dialogue event in 
three German cities citizen were informed by experts and had the 
chance to discuss about their questions and concerns with them. 

Documentation: Detailed documentation and results available, but in German. Links: 
Public dialogues "Nanotechnologie sicher gemacht", "Gesundheitliche 
Wirkungen von Nanopartikeln" and "Sichere Herstellung von 
Nanomaterialien" as well as a stakeholder dialogue "NanoCare - 
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Verantwortlicher Umgang mit Nanomaterialien" and perspectives of the 
general public on nanoparticels – results of two focus groups held in 
Karlsruhe "Unsichtbar und unendlich". All results are available at: 
www.nanopartikel.info. 

 

Title: Convention of the German Protestant Church 2007 
Country: Germany 
Duration: Jun 2007 (one-off) 
Organizer: Convention of the German Protestant Church 
Short Info: The visitors of the hall “Media and world’s knowledge” had the chance to 

discuss with scientist about the topic nanotechnology. Further several 
companies (e.g. BASF SE), networks and scientific institutions staffed 
booths and confronts the dialogue with the public. 

Documentation: Little documentation in form of an audio-interview with Petra Meiners 
(Fraunhofer Society) is available, but in German. Link: 
http://www.kirchentag2007.de/ serendipity/index.php?/archives/115-
Kleinste-Teilchen-Nano-Technologie.html 

 

Title: “Jugendforum Nanomedizin” 
Country: Germany 
Duration: Jul-Oct 2008 
Organizer: Munich Institute for Social and Sustainability Research, founded by the 

German Federal Ministry of Education and Research 
Short Info: 54 young people in the age of 16 to 27 from Bavaria debated about 

chances and risks as well as ethical aspects of Nanomedicine. Further 
they were informed by experts and discussed those issues with them, 
before they developed a so called “Jugendgutachten” (opinion). This 
opinion pleads for the use of nanotechnology in the area of diagnosis 
and prevention of severe diseases as well as the directed cure of 
cancer. In contrast, they address that military and other uses with 
unclear outcome should be discusses within the society first. In 
parallel, an online-dialogue about the same topic involving 10 young 
people took place. 

Documentation: Documentation and results available, but in German. Link: 
http://www.nano-jugend-dialog.de/ und http://www.nano-jugend-
dialog.de/daten/Nanojugenddialog_endbericht_website.pdf 

 

Title: BASF „Dialogforum Nano“ 
Country: Germany 
Duration: 2008-2010 
Organizer: BASF SE 
Short Info: BASF representatives discuss together with representatives of 

churches, worker organizations, environmental and consumer groups 
as well as scientists about information and transparency issues along 
the value chain especially concerning to occupational safety and in 
regard to public authorities and consumers. 
Further BASF SE is very pro-active in communicating their attitudes 
toward nanotechnology: “Our aim is also to promote an objective public 
debate on nanotechnology with its opportunities and risks.” Thus, BASF 
SE sends regularly representatives to or staffed booths at all relevant 
events, e.g. the Convention of the German Protestant Church 2007 or 
the Nano Dialogue of the Rhineland-Palatinate Ministry of the 
Environment and Ministry of Economics. 

Documentation: No public available documentation of the dialogue events beside 
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references for PR-purposes. Link: 
http://www.bericht.basf.com/2008/de/lagebericht/diebasf-
gruppe/nachhaltigkeitsmanagement/dialogmitstakeholdern.html; 
“In dialogue: Nanotechnology at BASF” 
(http://www.basf.com/group/corporate/cn/function/conversions:/publis
h/content/innovations/events-
presentations/nanotechnology/images/dialog.pdf)  
Final Report: http://www.risiko-dialog.ch/images/RD-
Media/PDF/Themen/Nanotechnologie/basf_dialogforum_nano_2010_de
.pdf 

 

Title: Nano-Dialogue of the German ForumNano 
Country: Germany 
Duration: Since 2007 (ongoing) 
Organizer: ForumNano -Entrepreneurial initiative for sustainable nanotechnology, 

Frankfurt/Germany 
Short Info: Forumnano engages in dialogue with politics, the industry and society, 

and leads the debate on how nanotechnology can be applied in a more 
beneficial way. Only sustainable nanotechnology solutions will deliver 
the benefits which society expects to reap from this technology. 
ForumNano has participated in the development of a number of codes of 
conduct, e.g. the “Responsible Nano Code”, and the first certification for 
“Nano Inside”. Program includes public relations consulting and lectures, 
and is present at international nanotechnology trade fairs. 

Documentation: Details but no documentation at the project homepage 
(http://forumnano.com/index.asp) available. 

 

Title: BMBF Industry Dialogue “NanoCleantech” 
Country: Germany 
Duration: 09/2010 (one-off) 
Organizer: Federal Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF) 
Short Info: The BMBF conducted in cooperation with numerous experts in the field 

of nanotechnology to industry dialogue "NanoCleantech". The aim of 
the dialogue was to make transparent potential and challenges of 
nanotechnology and to support the dissemination and diffusion of 
BMBF-funded research results into practice. Furthermore, the 
networking between materials and nanotechnology stakeholders to 
improve the environmental industry. The following topics were in the 
focus of the workshop: Catalysis for pollution and waste prevention, 
filtration and membrane technology for contaminant removal, 
nanomaterials for bionics, nano optimized sensors for environmental 
technology and recycling of nanomaterials. 

Documentation: No documentation available. Project details: 
http://www.zukuenftigetechnologien.de/nanocleantech/BMBF_Branche
ndialog_NanoCleanTech.pdf 

 

Dialogue Projects in the Netherlands 

Title: “Kleine Technologie – Grote Gevolgen” 
Country: Netherlands 
Duration: 10/2004 (one-off) 
Organizer: Rathenau Institute, The Hague/Netherlands 
Short Info: The first public social debate on nanotechnology in the Netherlands. 
Documentation: Some documentation available: 
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http://www.nanopodium.nl/CieMDN/content/Kleine-technologie-grote-
gevolgen-verslag-okt04.pdf 

 

Title: Nano in Focus 
Country: Netherlands 
Duration: 2005-2006 
Organizer: Rathenau Institute, The Hague/Netherlands 
Short Info: Dialog of stakeholder of industry, NGOs, science and politics on the 

opportunities and risks of nanotechnology to identify what constitutes 
responsible policy in this area involves. 

Documentation: Full documentation available only in Dutch: 
http://www.rathenau.nl/uploads/tx_tferathenau/Nanotechnologie-in-
focus-2006_1_.pdf 

 

Title: Nanopodium 
Country: Netherlands 
Duration: 03/2009-03/2011 
Organizer: Committee for the Societal Dialogue on Nanotechnology in the 

Netherlands (CieMDN) 
Short Info: Nanopodium is a platform for exchanging thoughts, ideas, opinions and 

best practices on nanotechnology. The aim is to stimulate a public 
dialogue about the opportunities and threats of nanotechnology and 
resulting applications with regard to individuals and society as a whole. 
The dialogue in which different views can be expressed freely will be 
achieved by inviting individuals and organisations to propose activities 
to stimulate the dialogue. The results of the societal dialogue will be 
evaluated and will lead to into an Agenda for Nanotechnology, which will 
be presented to the Dutch government. 

Documentation: Full documentation available only in Dutch on the project homepage 
(http://www.nanopodium.nl/CieMDN/); only some information also in 
English 

 

Dialogue Projects in Spain 

Title: The Dialogue on Nanoscience and Nanotechnology Project 
Country: Spain 
Duration: 2003-2005 
Organizer: Centre Especial de Recerca en Teories i Pràctiques Superadores de 

Desigualtats (CREA), in collaboration with the Communication and 
Scientific Dissemination Department, Barcelona Science Park. 

Short Info: The project aimed to open up public debate about nanotechnologies at 
all levels of society, provide information about public attitudes to 
nanotechnologies (NT) and provide recommendations for policy. The 
project included a survey on public knowledge of NT, working groups 
and a seminar held end Nov, 2005. The seminar was a meeting point for 
researchers from nanoscience and NT. The use and  development of 
new methods on the basis of inclusion of social groups’ opinions in 
analyses and dissemination of project enabled the project to have a 
social impact and help ensure that policy recommendations 

Documentation: Project details 
(http://www.cipast.org/cipast.php?section=27&article=431) and results 
(http://www.scienceshops.org/new%20web-
content/content/documents/Journal/Lk7-Dec06.pdf; page 10-13) 
available. 
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Dialogue Projects in Switzerland 

Title: Publifocus «Nanotechnologien und ihre Bedeutung für 
Gesundheit und Umwelt» 

Country: Switzerland 
Duration: 09/2005-12/2006 
Organizer: Federal Office of Public Health (BAG), Federal Office for the Environment 

(FOEN), Zurich College Winterthur (ZHW) and Center for Technology 
Assessment (TA-SWISS) of Switzerland 

Short Info: Five meetings were held in the Swiss tradition of citizen participation on 
nanotechnology. Issues that the TA-SWISS has discussed with a 
randomly selected, representative composed group of citizens: How to 
take so-called "lay" the true nanotech discussion? Where citizens see 
opportunities for themselves, their health and the environment? What 
are the possible risks? At the nano-research ethical boundaries are 
crossed? Does it need a regulation or a single declaration? 

Documentation: Project details (http://www.ta-swiss.ch/?uid=38 and http://www.ta-
swiss.ch/d/arch_nano_pfna.html) and final report (http://www.ta-
swiss.ch/incms_files/filebrowser/2006_TAP8_Nanotechnologien_d.pdf) 
available 

 

Title: Stakeholder conference: “The risk governance of 
nanotechnology: recommendations for managing a global issue” 

Country: Switzerland 
Duration: 07/2006 (one-off) 
Organizer: International Risk Governance Council and Swiss Re Centre for Global 

Dialogue, Rüschlikon/Switzerland 
Short Info: This conference presented the IRGC’s initial conclusions governance of 

nano risks and provided opportunities for conference participants from 
governments, industry, research and academia, NGOs and international 
organisations to debate and adds to them. 

Documentation: Only programme available: 
http://media.swissre.com/documents/Final_Programme_IRGC.pdf 

 

Title: Nanoconvention 
Country: Switzerland 
Duration: Since 07/2006 (ongoing) 
Organizer: EMPA, St. Gallen/Switzerland 
Short Info: The topics of the annual conferences are nanotechnology and its impact 

on medicine, business, environmental and society. The formats were 
dialogues and discussions to share experiences, impulses, food for 
thought and vision. 

Documentation: Little documentation available on the project homepage 
(http://www.empa.ch/plugin/template/empa/1206/*/---/l=1).  

 

Title: NanoSafe Textiles Dialog 
Country: Switzerland 
Duration: Since 11/2007 (ongoing?) 
Organizer: Nano-Cluster Bodensee, the Textile Federation Switzerland (TVS) and  

EMPA, St. Gallen/Switzerland 
Short Info: The aim of the project is to stimulate a dialog between all parties 

involved (academia, industry, government, retail) on opportunities and 
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risks of nanotechnology and in particular Nano textiles. Until now two 
dialogue events 11/2007 and 03/2009. 

Documentation: Little documentation available on the project homepage 
(http://www.empa.ch/plugin/template/empa/*/78231/---/l=2).  

 

Title: BAG Konsensplattform „Information von Konsumentinnen und 
Konsumenten über synthetische Nanomaterialien in Produkten“ 

Country: Switzerland 
Duration: Since 2009 (ongoing) 
Organizer: Federal Office of Public Health, Switzerland 
Short Info: This stakeholder dialogue brought representatives of consumer groups, 

industry, des retail trades and public authorities together in order to 
develop options for action in regard to a communication. In particular 
the declaration of nano-product was an issue. Within three workshops 
the interests and opinions of the stakeholders were collected and their 
questions commented by experts from science.  Concept and 
moderation was done by Stiftung Risiko-Dialog St. Gallen. 

Documentation: A 10-page document describing the event and its outcomes is available. 
Link: http://www.bag.admin.ch/themen/chemikalien/00228/00510 

 

Title: 5th Int. „NanoRegulation“ Conference 
Country: Switzerland 
Duration: 11/2009 (one-off?) 
Organizer: Swiss Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN) and The Innovation 

Society, Ltd, 
St.Gallen, Switzerland 

Short Info: The Conference took place from 25th to 26th of November in 
Rapperswil, Switzerland, and tackled the issue of "No Data, no Market?" 
- Challenges to Nano-Information and Nano-Communication along the 
Value Chain. During the two-day Conference, a number of leading 
nanotechnology stakeholders presented their views and expectations 
regarding information and data exchange along the value chain, and 
discussed possible approaches to the problem in workshops. 

Documentation: Report available: 
http://www.innovationsgesellschaft.ch/media/archive2/publikationen/Na
noRegulation_5_Report_2009.pdf 

 

Dialogue Projects in the United Kingdom (UK) 

Title: Citizen Science @ Bristol 
Country: UK 
Duration: 06/2003-06/2006 
Organizer: @ Bristol Science Centre and Bristol University 
Short Info: A programme of activities seeking to engage young people in 

discussions about the role of science and technology in society. Two 
events focused on nanotechnologies. Thereby, Various methods were 
used, including chat-show-style debates, website resources, teachers’ 
materials, and online games. The first nanotechnology event included 
100 sixth-form students. It was a day-long event with a choice of 
different activities including the Democs game, a ‘meet the experts’ 
session, presentations, and plenary sessions. At the end, students voted 
on areas of nanotechnology research they would like to see funded, and 
the degree of regulation that they believed nanotechnologies should 
have. 
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Documentation: Only some information is available at the project homepage (www.at-
bristol.org.uk/cz/). 

 

Title: Democs 
Country: UK 
Duration: 11/2003-06/2006 
Organizer: The new economics foundation (nef). 
Short Info: Democs (originally an acronym for DEliberative Meetings Of CitizenS) is 

a method of engagement rather than a specific project. It’s a 
conversation game designed to enable small groups of people to engage 
with complex public policy issues. A new version of the game was 
specifically devoted to nanobiotechnology is being developed as part of 
the NanoBio-RAISE project to be used in May–June, 2007. 

Documentation: Only some information is available at the project homepage 
(www.neweconomics.org/gen/democs.aspx). 

 

Title: Nanotechnology, Risk and Sustainability 
Country: UK 
Duration: 01/2004-04/2006 
Organizer: Demos and the University of Lancaster 
Short Info: A research project to explore how social and scientific visions influence 

science policy and research, and experimentation with new ways to 
facilitate dialogue between scientists and the public on upstream 
scientific issues. The project includes inter alia focus groups with 
citizens, interactive workshop for scientists and a select group of 
members from the focus groups and interviews with key stakeholders. 

Documentation: Documentation is available at the project homepage 
(http://www.demos.co.uk/projects/nano/overview).  

 

Title: Small Talk 
Country: UK 
Duration: 09/2004-03/2006 
Organizer: Think-Lab in collaboration with The British Association for the 

Advancement of Science, Ecsite-UK, the Royal Institution, and the 
Cheltenham Science Festival 

Short Info: The project looked at the benefits for the science communication 
community in working together on dialogue activities for an ‘upstream’ 
issue – nanotechnology. Small Talk comprised 20 events, attended by 
over 1200 participants. Events ranged from large-scale debates at the 
Cheltenham Science Festival and Royal Institution to school visits by 
nanotechnology experts.  

Documentation: Documentation is available at the project homepage 
(www.smalltalk.org.uk).  

 

Title: Nanodialogues – four experiments in upstream public 
engagement 

Country: UK 
Duration: 05/2005-09/2006 
Organizer: DEMOS, London/UK and University of Lancaster 
Short Info: The Nanodialogues were a series of experiments in upstream public 

engagement with different partners (e.g. the Environment Agency, two 
Research Councils, Practical Action and Unilever, members of the public 
and scientists) in different contexts (e.g. regulation, research funding, 
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development and corporate innovation of nanotechnology (NT)). The 
project comprised four experiments: 

1. A People’s Inquiry on NT and the Environment (January, 2006).  
2. Engaging Research Councils (May–June, 2006) 
3. Nanotechnology and Development (July, 2006) 
4. Corporate Upstream Engagement (Autumn 2006) 

Documentation: Documentation is available at the project homepage 
(http://www.demos.co.uk/projects/thenanodialogues) and final report 
(http://www.demos.co.uk/files/Nanodialogues%20-
%20%20web.pdf?1240939425).  

 

Title: NanoJury UK 
Country: UK 
Duration: 06-07/2005 
Organizer: Policy, Ethics and Life Sciences Research Centre (PEALS), University of 

Newcastle; Greenpeace UK; The Guardian; and Cambridge University 
Short Info: Nanotechnologies have inspired Governments in the industrialised world 

to channel billions into national research programmes, usually without 
creating the regulatory institutions to monitor the health, social or 
environmental impacts. The Nanojury was meant as a contribution 
towards presenting a non-specialist perspective on these dilemmas, as 
well as being an opportunity for citizens to have a voice on an issue that 
they had chosen. 

Documentation: Documentation is available (http://www.frontiers-
eu.org/JPA/ethics/WP8%20NanoJury%20-%20report.pdf and 
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/files/pdfs/migrated/MultimediaFiles/Live/
FullReport/7249.pdf). However, the official project homepage 
(www.nanojury.org.uk) seems to be out of order. 

 

Title: Nano Stakeholder Forum (NSF) 
Country: UK 
Duration: Since 2005 (ongoing) 
Organizer: Department for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) 
Short Info: Meetings hosted and chaired by DEFRA, with participants from 

government, industry, academia and civil society groups. 
Documentation: Little information at the DEFRA homepage 

(http://archive.defra.gov.uk/environment/quality/nanotech/policy.htm).  
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Information on Further Dialogue Projects (also outside Europe) 

Democratic technologies? The final report of the Nanotechnology Engagement Group 
(NEG): http://www.involve.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Democratic-
Technologies.pdf 
 
Bonazzi, M. (2010): ANNEX - Communicating Nanotechnology - Why, to whom, saying 
what and how? An action-packed roadmap towards a brand new dialogue. European 
Commission, Unit "Nano- and Converging Sciences and Technologies": 
http://cordis.europa.eu/nanotechnology/src/publication_events.htm 
 
Hullmann, A. (2008): European activities in the field of ethical, legal and social aspects 
(ELSA) and governance of nanotechnology. European Commission, Unit "Nano- and 
Converging Sciences and Technologies": 
ftp://ftp.cordis.europa.eu/pub/nanotechnology/docs/elsa_governance_nano.pdf 
 
 
CIPAST Newsletter, Nanotechnology of March 2008, Special issue: 
http://www.cipast.org/download/CIPAST%20Newsletter%20Nano.pdf 
 
COMPILATION OF NANOSCALE COMMUNICATION PROJECTS - Part II of Front-End 
Analysis in Support of Nanoscale Informal Science Education Network Programming, 
Media, School-based Projects (2005) by Multimedia Research, Bellport NY/USA: 
http://www.nisenet.org/sites/all/modules/pubdlcnt/pubdlcnt.php?file=/sites/default/files/
catalog/eval/uploads/2009/05/1353/nisefrtendpart2b_may10.pdf&nid=3334 
and http://www.nisenet.org/sites/default/files/NISEFrtEndPart2A_MAY10.pdf 


